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We compute the degree 3 homology of GL(3, ZZ) with coef-

ficients in the module of homogeneous polynomials in three

variables of degree g over IFp, for g � 200 and p � 541. The

homology has a “boundary part” and a “quasicuspidal” part

which we determine.

By conjecture a Hecke eigenclass in the homology has an at-

tached Galois representation into GL(3, �IFp). The conjecture is

proved for the boundary part and explored experimentally for

the quasicuspidal part.

1. INTRODUCTIONThe aim of this project is to study a conjectureon the existence of \reciprocity" between n-dimen-sional mod p Galois representations and the modp cohomology of subgroups of �nite index in thelinear group GL(n;Z). Before recalling the exactstatement of the conjecture, which appears as con-jecture B in [Ash 1992], it may be helpful to explainsome of the background and motivation for it.Let GQ denote the Galois group of an algebraicclosure of Q over Q . If we are given a ring R anda homomorphism � : GQ ! GL(n;R) we call � ann-dimensional Galois representation over R. Weassume that � is unrami�ed outside a �nite set S ofprimes. This means that the �xed �eld of the ker-nel K of � is unrami�ed outside S . Thus for any lnot in S, a Frobenius element Frobl 2 GQ jK is de-�ned up to conjugacy. We thus obtain a set of char-acteristic polynomials, fdet(I��(Frobl)�1X)g, in-dexed by the primes l =2 S. In the cases we treat
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362 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 4in the body of the paper, this indexed set of poly-nomials determines � up to semisimpli�cation.Understanding the set of Galois representationsthat can arise in a given situation, say as the Tatemodules of elliptic curves, can give strong controlover that situation. (Wiles' proof of Fermat's LastTheorem is a case in point.) For this to be useful,we need to know about the action of Frobenius atthe unrami�ed primes and about the action of theinertia subgroup of the Galois group at the rami�edprimes. The behavior at the rami�ed primes is ofgreat interest, but unfortunately it is beyond themethods of this paper.Ideally we would like to be able to parametrizein some way all Galois representations and give thecharacteristic polynomials of Frobenius in terms ofthe parameters. That seems to be too hard. In-stead we ask about certain families of Galois repre-sentations, and whether they and their character-istic polynomials of Frobenius can be \predicted"from some other objects, like automorphic forms.Such a set-up can loosely be called a \reciprocitylaw". That is because the classical law of quadraticreciprocity can be interpreted as a correspondencebetween Galois representations � where the imagehas order 2 (i.e., Galois groups of quadratic exten-sions of Q ) and Dirichlet characters � of order 2.The reciprocity law says that �(Frobl) = �(l).Suppose we have a set T of mathematical ob-jects such as Dirichlet characters, or classical mod-ular newforms, or (in the case of this paper) certaingroup cohomology classes. For each element t of Tsuppose that we are given a method to compute asequence of polynomials Pl of degree n, one for eachprime l outside a �nite set S(t). Finally, supposethat for each t there exists an n-dimensional Galoisrepresentation �t unrami�ed outside S(t) such thatthe characteristic polynomial of �t(Frobl) equalsPl, for each l outside S(t). We can call this situa-tion a reciprocity law, and say that �t is \associatedto" t.We can think of T as controlling the Galois rep-resentations, or the other way around, dependingon which we have more information about.

Now let T (n) be the set of Hecke eigenclasses inthe (co)homology of a subgroup of �nite index inGL(n;Z) with mod p coe�cients. When n = 1,there is a reciprocity law for T (1) in the senseabove given by class �eld theory for Q . Whenn = 2, through the intermediary of classical mod-ular forms and theorems of Eichler{Shimura andDeligne, one gets a reciprocity law for T (2). Thesetwo cases are dealt with in [Ash 1997].This paper explores the conjecture that T (3) hasa reciprocity law. We wish to emphasize that un-like the cases mentioned in the previous paragraph,all of the mod p homology classes computed belowlift to torsion homology in the corresponding in-tegral homology group and do not correspond inany immediate fashion to automorphic homologyclasses. Compare Proposition 3.5.1 (2) in [Ashand Stevens 1986a] and its proof, where we ver-ify this assertion for certain types of symmetricsquare lifts. For the classes we compute here, theassertion follows immediately from the computa-tions.It is an open question given one of our torsionHecke eigenclasses x in the homology of GL(3;Z)whether there always exists a nontorsion integralhomology eigenclass y on a proper congruence sub-group of GL(3;Z) which has almost all its Heckeeigenvalues congruent mod p to those of x. If thatwere so, one could tensor y with C and obtain anautormorphic cohomology class that would havethe same Galois representation attached as x does.If this always happens, we could say that all of theGalois representations predicted by the conjecturebelow are reductions mod p of representations overa ring of characteristic 0. Even so, our methodsgive the only way known at present for studyingthem computationally. On the other hand, if itdoesn't always happen, we would have some inter-esting Galois representations that were somehow\intrinsically" characteristic p objects.From the perspective of the preceding paragraph,one can say that our conjecture is a mod p versionof the corresponding part of the so-called \Lang-lands' Program".



Allison, Ash, and Conrad: Galois Representations, Hecke Operators, and the mod-p Cohomology of GL(3, ZZ) 363We now introduce some notation and formulateexplicitly the conjecture we are testing in this pa-per. Let p be a prime number and F a �nite �eldof characteristic p. Let n be a positive integer. Let� be the group GL(n;Z) and S the semigroup ofthe rational integral matrices in GL(n;Zp).The Hecke algebra of double cosets �S� will bedenoted by H . Note that H depends on p, whichwe suppress from the notation. In particular, itcontains all double cosets of the form �D(l; k)�,where D(l; k) is the diagonal matrix with k l's fol-lowed by (n � k) 1's, where l is any prime otherthan p. We let T (l; k) denote the correspondingdouble coset. In fact H is generated by the T (l; k)for all k = 0; : : : ; n and all l 6= p.Suppose V is a �nite dimensional right Mn(F )-module on which we let the elements of S withpositive determinant act via their reductions modp. Then, in the terminology of [Ash 1992], V is anadmissible module. There is an action of H on thecohomology and homology of � with coe�cientsin V . When we view a double coset as acting on(co)homology, we call it a Hecke operator. Thisaction is de�ned for example in [Ash and Stevens1986a], where some of its basic functorial proper-ties are also established. Below we give an explictformula for this action in Section 9, which dealswith the computation of the Hecke operators.Conjecture B in [Ash 1992] was stated in termsof the group cohomology of �. It is easier for usto compute homology. When � possesses torsionelements of order p, our computational methodsyield not the homology of � but the �-invariantsin the homology of a torsion-free subgroup of �.Therefore, we make the following de�nition:
Definition 1.1. Hy�(�; V ) = H�(�(p2); V )�, where�(p2) denotes the principal congruence subgroupof level p2 (which is torsion-free) and the super �denotes invariants. The right hand side is invariantunder H and we consider the left hand side as aHecke module under this action.If we keep p away from a �nite set of primes (thosewhich can be orders of elements in �) we could

state our results directly in terms of the usual (non-daggered) homology of �. In general, if v is the vir-tual cohomological dimension of �, then we shallsee that Hyv(�; V ) � Hv(�; V )� for any torsion-freenormal subgroup � of �nite index in �.We now state the conjecture we study in thispaper. Since homology is the dual of cohomologyas Hecke modules, the conjecture below is easilyimplied by Conjecture B in [Ash 1992].
Conjecture 1.2. Suppose � 2 Hy�(�; V ) is an eigen-class for the action of H , so that T (l; k)� = a(l; k)�for some a(l; k) 2 F for all k = 0; : : : ; n and all lprime to p.Then there exists a continuous semisimple rep-resentation � : GQ ! GL(n; F ) unrami�ed outsidep such thatXk (�1)klk(k�1)=2a(l; k)Xk = det(I��(Frobl)�1X)for all l not dividing p.In [Ash 1992] Conjecture B was stated only forn > 1. The analogous statement can be made forn = 1 and in fact can be proved using class �eldtheory in that case [Ash 1997]. The last cited paperalso proves the conjecture when n = 2, where itfollows from known facts about classical modularforms and Galois representations.The computations reported upon in this paperare designed to test this conjecture.This project continues the research in [Ash andMcConnell 1992] where numerical evidence for ananalogous conjecture was given in the case whereV is the trivial module, and � is replaced by a sub-group of �nite index in �. In this paper, because� has level 1, the conjecturally associated Galoisrepresentations are unrami�ed at all but one of the�nite primes.More speci�cally: in this paper we have gatheredevidence to support Conjecture 1.2 when n = 3and V is the module Vg of homogeneous polynomi-als in three variables (x; y; z) of degree g over F p.We computed Hy3(�; Vg) for g � 200 and p � 541,except for p = 2, where we only computed g � 100.



364 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 4The theory behind the computation of the grouphomology is recalled in Section 2. The computerimplementation is described in Section 7. The di-mensions of Hy3(�; Vg) are tabulated on pages 381to 386.There is a �ltration on the homology that takesinto account the contributions from the homologyof the boundary of the Borel{Serre compacti�ca-tion of the locally symmetric space we use to com-pute the group homology. We call this contributionthe \boundary" homology. The rest of the homol-ogy is called the \interior" or \quasicuspidal" ho-mology. This �ltration and its computational ram-i�cations are discussed in Sections 2, 3, and 7 andis reected in the descriptions and tables in Sec-tion 8. We sketch out a proof that Conjecture 1.2is true for the boundary homology: see Theorem3.1.We computed the action of the Hecke operatorsT (l; 1) and T (l; 2) for small l on some of the ho-mology groups. (It would have taken too long todo this for all the homology that we found.) Thesecomputations are described in Sections 3 and 9 andthe results appear in Table 11.The technique we used for studying the bound-ary homology and the Hecke operators involvesmodular symbols with coe�cients. These are de-scribed in Section 3.All of our computations have built-in consistencychecks described in Sections 7 and 9, making it veryunlikely that there are any errors in them. Theremay be scribal errors in the tables, but we havestriven to eliminate them.In Section 4, we prove that when n = 3 andp � 5, if Conjecture 1.2 holds for all the modulesVg; for g � p2 + p� 2;then it holds for all V . This enables us to provethe conjecture for n = 3 and p = 5 or 7. We alsohave strong evidence that Conjecture 1.2 is truefor n = 3, p = 11. We discuss these cases of smallp in Section 6.

The mod p betti numbersdp(g) = dimFp H3(GL(3;Z); Vg(F p))are found to satisfydp(g) � dp(g + (p� 1))most of the time. We don't have a precise under-standing of this, but it is clearly related to the factthat if an irreducible GL(3;Z=p)-module is a con-stituent of Vg(F p) for some g, then in most cases itis so forVg+p�1(F p) as well. This is touched uponfurther in Section 4.Since our conjecture is true for the boundary ho-mology, we concentrated our testing for Galois rep-resentations on the quasicuspidal homology. Forthose classes for which we computed some of theHecke operators, we attempted to test Conjecture1.2 by �nding Galois representations that appearto be predicted by the Hecke data. In most cases,we showed that if the desired Galois representation� exists, it must have very large image in GL(3; F p).In such a case, the �xed �eld of the kernel of � is solarge that there is no known way of �nding it. Onthe other hand, in the few cases where the imageof � could be predicted to be small, we were able ineach case to �nd a Galois representation that sat-is�es Conjecture 1.2 for as many Hecke-eigenvaluesas we chose to compute.There is an intermediate sort of case, where onehas the analytic tool of the \symmetric square" lift-ing from automorphic representations on GL(2) toautomorphic representations on GL(3). Here theassociated Galois representation � into GL(3; F p)is the composition of a Galois representation � intoGL(2; F p) composed with the adjoint map fromGL(2; F p) to GL(3; F p) (up to a twist). In thesecases, � is generally irreducible, without having\big" image. Since � is attached to a classicalmodular form, we can verify our conjecture in thesecases empirically.For certain \symmetric squares" cases, in par-ticular those that appeared in our computations(when p = 29; 37; 41), one can actually prove the



Allison, Ash, and Conrad: Galois Representations, Hecke Operators, and the mod-p Cohomology of GL(3, ZZ) 365conjecture. The details will appear in a paper bythe second author and P.H. Tiep. We will discussthis further in Section 5, where we discuss all theGalois related issues.
2. HOMOLOGYIn this section and the next � is a torsion-freenormal subgroup of �nite index in � = GL(n;Z).We let X denote the symmetric space of positive-de�nite n-by-n symmetric matrices modulo homo-theties, on which GL(n;R ) acts on the right viay 7! tgyg for y 2 X and g 2 GL(n;R ). Let Wdenote the well-rounded retract [Ash 1980] and �Xthe Borel{Serre bordi�cation of X [Borel and Serre1973].Recall that W is a subspace of X of dimen-sion n(n � 1)=2. It is a �-invariant deformationretract of X (hence contractible) of minimal possi-ble dimension, since the virtual cohomological di-mension of � is n(n � 1)=2. It comes equippedwith the structure of cell complex, with a �nitenumber of �-orbits of cells. Thus the followingare naturally isomorphic (with any coe�cient mod-ule): the group (co)homology H(�), the topolog-ical (co)homology H(X=�) and the cell-complex(co)homology H(W=�). We use the latter for ourcomputations.Here is a description of �X: For each parabolicsubgroup P of GL(n) de�ned over Q , there is a\face" e(P ) which is a contractible space on whichP (R ) acts. For the improper parabolic subgroupGL(n), the face is X. Then �X is the disjointunion of the faces. The action of � on X ex-tends naturally to �X . For any subgroup �0 of �,the quotient X=�0 is the disjoint union of facese0(P ) = e(P )=P \ �. More information on thestructure of e0(P ) will be recalled in Section 3.Since � is assumed to be torsion-free, X=� is amanifold, the interior of the manifold with bound-ary M = �X=�. We will later be using Lefschetzduality for M . These manifolds have dimension12n(n+1)�1. Also, @M is a manifold satisfyingPoincar�e duality.

As stated above, X=�, W=�, and M are all ho-motopy equivalent. If V is any F p[�]-module andY is any one of these spaces with local coe�cientsinduced by V , then H�(�; V ) is naturally isomor-phic to H�(Y; V ).For the following theorem, we specialize to n=3.
Theorem 2.1. Let p be prime and let � be an ar-bitrary right representation of � = GL(3;Z) on a�nite dimensional vector space V over F p. ThenHy3(�; V ) is isomorphic to the subspace consistingof all v 2 V such that the following conditions aresatis�ed :(i) v �(1��(d)) = 0 for all diagonal matrices d in �.(ii) v � (1 + �(z)) = v � (1 + �(w)) = 0:(iii) v � (1 + �(h) + �(h2)) = 0:Here the diagonal matrices are matrices of the formd = 0@�1 0 00 �1 00 0 �11A :The matrices z, w, and h are matrices of order2, 2 and 3, respectively, given byz = 0@ 0 1 01 0 00 0 11A ; w = 0@ 1 0 00 0 10 1 01A ;h = 0@ 0 �1 01 �1 00 0 11A :
Proof. We use the explicit description of W as �-cell-complex in [Ash 1980]. The theorem easily fol-lows from this and the following lemma:
Lemma 2.2. Let A be a contractible cell complexof dimension d on which a group G acts on theright with �nite stabilizers. Let W be a right F [G]-module. Write (C�; @) for the chain complex of ori-ented chains on A with coe�cients in W . Assumethat G possesses a torsion-free normal subgroup Hof �nite index . Then Hd(H;W )G is equal to thekernel of @ on CGd . In particular , it is independentof H.
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Proof. For each cell s of A, let Gs = stabG(s) and let�s(g) denote the orientation character of Gs. ThenCs is the induced module Ind(Gs; G;W 
 �s) andCi =Ldim s=i Cs. We have the boundary maps inA inducing @ : Ci ! Ci�1.We recall the de�nition of the induced module:an element of Cs is a function f : G ! W suchthat f(bg) = �s(b)f(g)b�1 for b 2 Gs and g 2 G.An element k 2 G acts on f by (fk)(g) = f(gk�1).Now the invariants CHs � Ind(Gs; G=H;W 
�s)and CHi can be identi�ed with Ci(A)
H W = theW -valued i-chains on A=H by� : Mdim s=i fs 7!Xs Xg2GsnG=H sg 
 f(g)g:� is well-de�ned, compatible with the G-actionand with @.Since H is torsion-free, it acts freely on A, sothe homology of CH� is naturally isomorphic toH�(H;W ). One easily checks that the G-actionon CH� commutes with @ and induces the usual G-action on H�(H;W ).It follows that H�(H;W )G � (H�(CH� ))G. Ofcourse taking the invariants by G will not yieldan exact functor if p divides [G : H]. But it isleft exact, so in the top dimension d we obtain thestatement of the lemma, since (CHd )G = CGd . Thisproves the lemma and the theorem. �For later use, we also quote here the GL(2) ver-sion of Theorem 2.1. See again [Ash 1980] forthe description of W in this case. Of course, forGL(2) this construction has been known for a longtime, and is closely related to the theory of Eichler{Shimura cohomology for classical congruence sub-groups.
Theorem 2.3. Let p be prime and let � be an arbi-trary right representation of �2 = GL(2;Z) on a�nite dimensional vector space U over F p. ThenHy1(�2; U) is isomorphic to the subspace consistingof all u 2 U satisfying these conditions:(i) v � (1� �(d)) = 0 for all diagonal matrices d.(ii) v � (1 + �(z2)) = 0.

(iii) v � (1 + �(h2) + �(h22)) = 0.Here the diagonal matrices are matrices of the formd = ��1 00 �1� :The matrices z2 and h2 are given byz2 = � 0 11 0� ; h2 = � 0 �11 �1� :
3. MODULAR SYMBOLS WITH COEFFICIENTS AND

BOUNDARY HOMOLOGYIn this section we let M be the compacti�cation ofthe locally symmetric space for � � � = GL(n;Z),as in the previous section. Let N = 12n(n � 1)denote the cohomological dimension of �. Dual tothe cycles in HN(M;V ) we have minimal modularsymbols with coe�cients in V �, where V � is thedual vector space of V given an S-module structureby (v�s)(v) = v�(vs�1).Recall that a minimal modular symbol is the im-age in M of a GL(n;Q )-translate of the diagonalmatrices. More precisely, take the set of diago-nal matrices D in the space X of positive de�nitesymmetric n-by-n matrices modulo homotheties,and consider Dg for any g 2 GL(n;Q ). We denoteprojection to M of the closure in �X of Dg by thesymbol [g]. We �x once for all an orientation on[I] (where I is the n-by-n identity matrix) and give[g] the orientation induced from the �xed one bytranslation by g.Since [g] is contractible, a section of the localcoe�cient system coming from V � over it is justgiven by an element v� of V �. We shall use thesymbol [g; v�] to stand for the fundamental classof this relative cycle with coe�cient v� attached.Thus [g; v�] is an element in Hn�1(M;@M;V �).The boundary of [g; v�] is an (n�1)-sphere witha simplicial structure each of whose n�1 simpliceshas the coe�cient v� attached. Each simplex liesin one of the faces of @M .In [Ash and Rudolph 1979] it was proved thatHn�1(M;@M;Z) is spanned by modular symbols



Allison, Ash, and Conrad: Galois Representations, Hecke Operators, and the mod-p Cohomology of GL(3, ZZ) 367with trivial integer coe�cients. The argument iseasily adapted to show thatf[g; v�] : g 2 GL(n;Z) and v� 2 V �gspans Hn�1(M;@M;V �). Since M is the quotientof �X by �, we see that we can take as a spanningset f[; v�] :  2 B; v� 2 V �g, where B is a set ofrepresentatives for the cosets of � in �.From now on we set n = 3. Then the boundaryof a modular symbol is a hexagon, and the edges liealternately in faces conjugate to e0(P ) and e0(Q),where P and Q are the stabilizers of a line andplane respectively.Moreover Lefschetz duality gives a perfect pair-ing H3(M;V )�H2(M;@M;V �)! F :If an element of H3(M;V ) = H3(�; V ) is invari-ant under �, it is uniquely determined by its imagesunder the pairing with modular symbols in the setf[I; v�] : v� 2 V �g, where I denotes the identitymatrix.The formula for this pairing is easily found byadapting the proof of Proposition 3.24 of [Ash et al.1984] to the case of twisted coe�cients. If v 2 Vrepresents a �-invariant 3-cycle as in Theorem 2.1,we have hv; [I; v�]i = v�(v): (3–1)Let there be given g 2 GL(3;Q ) and a row vectorw 2 Q 3. Denote by gi the matrix obtained from gby replacing its i-th row with w. Then from [Ashand Rudolph 1979] we know that [g] is homologousto P[gi], by a homology given by a contractiblesimplex. It follows that for any coe�cient v� wehave that [g; v�] = P[gi; v�]. We also record thefollowing formula for future use:[g; v�] = [g; v�] if g 2 GL(3;Q ) and  2 �.Next we want to discuss the image ofHr(@M; V )�in Hr(M;V )� � Hyr (�; V ). We will call the im-age the \boundary homology" and the quotient the\quasicuspidal homology", in conformity with our

usage in [Ash and McConnell 1992]. The bound-ary homology is a Hecke equivariant subspace ofthe whole homology, so that the quasicuspidal ho-mology is itself a Hecke module.
Theorem 3.1. Let � be a Hecke-eigenclass in theboundary homology . Then Conjecture 1.2 holds for� and the corresponding Galois representation isreducible.
Proof. A theorem analogous to this one for coho-mology with coe�cients in a �nite dimensional vec-tor space over the complex numbers is proved asProposition 3.2.1 of [Ash and Stevens 1986a]. Weshall sketch here a modi�cation of that argumentthat works for homology with an admissible modp coe�cient module. Since homology is dual tocohomology, it su�ces, and is more convenient, toprove that any Hecke eigenclass in the cohomologyof the boundary satis�es Conjecture 1.2.First we invoke Theorem 3.1 of [Ash 1992] whichstates that any system of Hecke eigenvalues occur-ring in cohomology of a congruence subgroup � of� of level N and with coe�cients in an admissi-ble module V also occurs in the cohomology of theprincipal congruence subgroup of � of level N withcoe�cients in F ( ). Here  : (Z=N)� ! F � is acharacter, and F ( ) denotes the one dimensionalF -module on which S acts via det �  . In Section 4we show that Conjecture 1.2 is stable under twist-ing. That is, using the notation of the conjecture,if � is attached to � 2 H�(�; V ) then � 
  is at-tached to � 2 H�(�; V 
 F ( )). Here we use  also to denote the corresponding character of theGalois group via class �eld theory for Q .In this way we reduce to the case of trivial coe�-cients. It is now convenient to use adelic methods.Let A denote the adeles of Q , A f the �nite adeles.We will replace M by a larger space which is a �-nite disjoint union of spaces like M , and then takea limit as � shrinks. If the conjecture holds forthe boundary homology of this limit, it certainlyholds for the boundary homology of the originalM ,which injects Hecke equivariantly into the limit.



368 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 4We imitate the notation of [Ash 1988]. Let G =GL(3), Z = the center of G, K1 = SO(3). Forany compact open subgroup K of G(A f ) let ~K =Z(R)K1K. Set X(K) = G(Q )nG(A )= ~K . Weassume that K is chosen \deep" enough so thatX(K) is an orientable manifold with boundary.Denote by Y (K) the Borel{Serre compacti�cationof X(K).As we vary K we get directed systems of coho-mology groups H�(Y (K); F ) and H�(@Y (K); F ).We write their limits symbolically as H�(Y ) andH�(@Y ), respectively. These are G(A f )-modules,and their K-invariants give back H�(Y (K); F ) andH�(@Y (K); F ). Moreover, one can compute theHecke operator T (l; k) on H�(Y ) and H�(@Y ) byaveraging the action of the double cosetKD(l; k)K.These operators restricted to the K-invariants giveback the usual Hecke operators as de�ned on coho-mology. See Section 3.1 of [Ash and Stevens 1986a]for more details.The topological structure of the boundary @Y (K)is recalled in Section 3.2 of [Ash and Stevens 1986a].It is shown there that there exists a Mayer{Vietorissequence for H�(@Y (K); F ) each term of which hasthe form of a direct sum of Hr(e; F )'s, where e runsover the Borel{Serre faces of Y (K) and r is 0, 1, 2,or 3. Each face e = e0(P ) is a �bration whose baseis a locally symmetric space YL(KL) correspond-ing to the Levi-component L of the parabolic sub-group P of GL(3), and whose �ber is a nilmanifoldNU (KU ) coming from the unipotent radical U ofP . Here we denote KA = K \ A for A = L or U .We can take the limit of the cohomology of YL(KL)and NU(KU ) as K varies and denote it by H�(YL)and H�(NU ) resepectively.The Mayer{Vietoris sequence and the Serre spec-tral sequences of the �brations all have naturalHecke actions making the various homomorphismsand di�erentials Hecke equivariant. We then re-fer (twice) to the proof of Lemma 2.1 of [Ash andStevens 1986a], which shows that any system ofHecke eigenvalues occurring in the middle term ofan exact sequence of Hecke modules A ! B ! Calso occurs in one of the other two terms. It follows

that any system of Hecke eigenvalues occurring inthe cohomology of the boundary occurs �rst in oneof the Hr(e; F )'s, and then in one of the terms Ep;q2of the E2 page of the corresponding Serre spectralsequence.In this way, we are reduced to showing the fol-lowing: for any Q -parabolic subgroup P of G, forany integers p and q, and for anyK-invariant Heckeeigenclass in the induced moduleInd�P (A f ); G(A f ); Hp(YL;Hq(NU ))�there is an attached Galois representation as inConjecture 1.2.We will sketch how to do this when P is thestabilizer of a line, and leave the remaining casesto the reader. The Levi subgroup L of P can bewritten as L0 � T where L0 � GL(2) and T �GL(1). Then Hq(NU ) as T (A f )-module decom-poses into a sum of character spaces W�, where �runs through �F �-valued characters of T (A f ) of �-nite order. Thus our system of Hecke eigenvaluesoccurs on a K-invariant element in a Hecke moduleof the form Ind�P (A f ); G(A f );Hp(Y 0L;W�)�. HereHp(Y 0L;W�) denotes the limit as K varies of coho-mology groups for the symmetric space of L0.We can �nish the argument exactly as on pages213{214 of [Ash and Stevens 1986a] if we know thatevery Hecke eigenclass (with respect to the Heckealgebra for L0) in Hp(Y 0L(K 0);W�) has an attachedGalois representation, whereK 0 runs over compactopen subgroups of L0(A f ). Now the main result of[Ash 1997] is that Conjecture 1.2 holds for GL(1)and GL(2). We apply this to L0 � GL(2), notingthat W� is an admissible module.When doing the case of a minimal parabolic sub-group, we need to use the fact that Conjecture 1.2holds for GL(1). �It follows from this theorem that (when n = 3)Conjecture 1.2 will hold for all Hecke eigenclassesin Hyr (�; V ) for a given r and V if it can be shownto hold for any part of the homology big enough tomap onto the quasicuspidal homology. Therefore,



Allison, Ash, and Conrad: Galois Representations, Hecke Operators, and the mod-p Cohomology of GL(3, ZZ) 369our experimental testing of Hecke eigenclasses wasmostly concerned with quasicuspidal classes.We shall now derive formulas for some boundaryhomology classes when n = 3 and r = 3. We be-lieve they span the boundary homology in this di-mension, but have not proved this. A proof alongthe lines of [Lee and Schwermer 1982] should bepossible.We note that all the morphisms of (co)homologyand all the dualities used below are equivariant forthe actions of the relevant Hecke algebras.We have the long exact cohomology sequenceof the pair (M;@M) which gives us a connectingmorphism � : H1(@M; V ) ! H2(M;@M;V ). If �is followed by the Lefschetz duality isomorphismL : H2(M;@M;V ) ! H3(M;V ) then the imageis the boundary homology. (Apply Poincar�e du-ality to @M which has dimension 4.) Moreover,it's not hard to see that the image of a given class! in H1(@M; V )� can be determined by evaluat-ing ! on the boundaries of the standard identitymodular symbols [I; v�] with coe�cients runningthrough the dual module V �.So we need to compute H1(@M; V )�. Following[Lee and Schwermer 1982] and using the notationof [Borel and Serre 1973], one sees that @M=� isthe union of e0(P ) and e0(Q) over their intersectione0(B) . Here P denotes the stabilizer of the linet(0; 0; �) in GL(3), Q denotes the stabilizer of theline (�; 0; 0), and B = P \ Q is the stabilizer ofa ag. For a parabolic subgroup R, e0(R) denotesthe corresponding face of @M . Taking �-invariantsin the Meyer{Vietoris sequence gives mapsH0(e0(B); V )! H1(@M; V )�! H1(e0(P ); V )�H1(e0(Q); V ):If p is prime to the index of � in �, this sequenceis exact.We can classify the boundary homology into threetypes, depending on whether a given class comesfrom H0(e0(B); V ) or from H1(e0(P ); V ) or fromH1(e0(Q); V ). SetLP = P \ tP; LQ = Q \ tQ;

and let UP and UQ be the unipotent radicals of Pof Q, so P = LPUP , Q = LQUQ. Let W be thepermutation group of order 6 in � andA = X�2W sgn(�)�:To state the next theorem, we need one ad hocde�nition: Let L denote either LP or LQ. Then Lis isomorphic in an obvious way to GL(2)�GL(1).Let ' denote the obvious embedding of GL(2) intoL. We shall say that an element v of an L-modulesatis�es equations (i){(iii) of Theorem 2.3 under Lif they hold true when the matrices d, z2 and h2are replaced by their images under '. We omit theproof of the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2. The boundary homology in H3(�; V )contains the following subsets of V , after identify-ing the homology with a subspace of V in accor-dance with Theorem 2.1:Type B: fA(v) j v 2 V B\�g;Type P : fA(v) j v 2 V UP\� and satis�es equations(i), (ii), (iii) of Theorem 2.3 under LP g;Type Q: fA(v) j v 2 V UQ\� and satis�es equations(i), (ii), (iii) of Theorem 2.3 under LQg;We now apply these results when V = Vg. Weneed the invariants for the action of the unipotentradicals of P , Q, and B in Vg.
Theorem 3.3. Let B, P , and Q denote the parabolicsubgroups of GL(3) de�ned above, and set � =GL(3;Z). Let P denote the polynomial ringF p[x; y; z] =Mg�0 Vg:De�ne B(s; t) = Qb2Z=p(bs + t) and C(r; s; t) =Qa;b2Z=p(ar + bs+ t). Then:(i) The elements x, B(x; y) and B(x; z) generatethe (UQ \ �)-invariants of P.(ii) The elements x, y, and C(x; y; z) generate the(UP \ �)-invariants of P.(iii) The elements x2, B(x; y)2 and C(x; y; z)2 gen-erate the (B \ �)-invariants of P.



370 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 4Moreover , the LQ\� action on the invariants in (i)can be described by saying that the map that sends yto B(x; y) and z to B(x; z) gives an isomorphism ofL\�-modules. The LP\� action on the invariantsin (ii) is the obvious one.
Proof. We shall prove statement (i) and leave theothers to the reader. First we show that if k(x; y)is a polynomial invariant under y 7! ax+ y for alla 2 Z=p, then k is a polynomial in x and B(x; y).It su�ces to prove this when k is homogeneous,say of degree d. Subtracting o� the xd term ifany, we may assume y divides k. Hence (ax + y)divides k for all a. Since the polynomial ring isa unique factorization domain, we conclude thatB(x; y) divides k. Now proceed by induction on d,applying the induction hypothesis to k=B(x; y).Now we make a similar argument for f(x; y; z)invariant under y 7! ax+ y and z 7! bx+ z for alla; b 2 Z=p. We may assume f is homogeneous ofdegree d. Write f(x; y; z) = f1(x; y) + zf2(x; y; z).Under y 7! ax+y, any term divisible by z remainsso. Hence f1(x; y) is invariant under y 7! ax + yfor all a and so f1 is a polynomial in x and B(x; y).Hence we can subtract it o� and assume z dividesf . Since f is invariant under z 7! bx + z for all bwe get that B(x; z) divides f and then we �nish byinduction as before.Note that the reason the squares appear in state-ment iii of Theorem 3.3 is because B \ � includesthe diagonal matrices with �1's down the diago-nal. �Corresponding to our algorithms for computing ho-mology, we will call type B boundary homology\type 1", the part of type P boundary homologygenerated by x and y alone \type 0", and the restof type P and all of type Q boundary homology\type 2".
4. SOME REPRESENTATION THEORYIn this section we recall some facts about repre-sentations of GL(3; F p) over F p. Otherwise unref-

erenced assertions may be found in [Carlisle andWalker 1989] or [Doty and Walker 1992].The simple F p[GL(3; F p)]-modules are classi�edby triples of integers (a; b; c) where0 � a�b; b�c � p�1 and 0 � c < p�1:This triple is the highest weight of the Weyl mod-ule whose unique simple submodule is the simplemodule in question. Twisting (i.e., tensoring) withdet adds 1 to a, b, and c.For example, the module of homogeneous poly-nomials in 3 variables of degree g (which we havedenoted Vg and which Doty and Sullivan call Sg)is irreducible if and only if g � p� 1 and the clas-sifying triple is (g; 0; 0).Every simple F p[GL(3; F p)]-module W occurs asa composition factor of Vg for some g � 0.From tables in [Doty and Walker 1992] we cancompute the multiplicity m(W; g) with which anygiven W appears as a composition factor in Vg forany given g.Consider the seriesPm(W; g)tg . It always equalsa rational function of the formta+b+cP di(tp�1)i(1� tp�1)(1 � tp2�1)(1 � tp3�1) ; (4–1)where W corresponds to the triple (a; b; c) and thecoe�cients di are all 0, 1, or �1. In practice,the vast majority of the nonzero coe�cients are+1, and the denominator causes a tendency form(W; g) to exhibit periodic behavior with periodsp� 1, p2�1 and p3�1. This periodicity should becompared to the p-adic deformations of the coho-mology of congruence subgroups of level p as Heckemodules constructed in [Ash and Stevens 1997].We have not as yet worked out the details.Every simple F p[GL(3; F p)]-module W occurs asa submodule of Vg for some g. This is proved in[Doty and Walker 1996]. In fact, if W is classi�edby the highest weight (a; b; c), then W is a sub-module of Vd where d = a + bp+ cp2. Hence, anyW has a twist which is a submodule of Vg for someg � 2p� 2 + (p� 1)p+ 0 = p2 + p� 2:



Allison, Ash, and Conrad: Galois Representations, Hecke Operators, and the mod-p Cohomology of GL(3, ZZ) 371If W is a submodule of Vg, the long exact se-quence in homology gives0 =H4(M;Vg=W )!H3(M;W )!H3(M;Vg)! ���since M has dimension 3.As in Lemma 1.1.1 in [Ash and Stevens 1986a],this exact sequence is Hecke equivariant. Taking �-invariants gives a Hecke equivariant injective mapHy3(M;W )! Hy3(M;Vg).We see that to check Conjecture 1.2 for n = 3,� = 3, and V any admissible module, it su�ces tocheck it for V = Vg with g � p2 + p � 2. This isbecause by Lemma 2.1 of [Ash and Stevens 1986a],any package of Hecke eigenvalues appearing in thehomology with coe�cients in V appears already inthe homology with coe�cients in some simple sub-module W of V . From the exact sequence above,it also appears in the homology with coe�cients inVg as long as W embeds in Vg. Thus it su�ces toprove that Conjecture 1.2 is stable under twisting.To see this, let � be a Galois representation at-tached to a homology class � in H3(�; V ). Forany nonnegative integer m let V (m) denote theMn(F ) module V 
 F (m), where F (m) is the one-dimensional F -module on whichMn(F ) acts via them-th power of the determinant. Since the determi-nants of the elements of � are all 1, we can view thesame homology class � as being in H3(�; V (m)).However the eigenvalue of T (l; k) on the new classis lk times the old eigenvalue. It's easy then to seethat if ! denotes the cyclotomic character mod p,then �
 !m is attached to the new class.However, when p � 5, we can prove Conjecture1.2 for n = 3 and any � , and V any admissiblemodule, as long as it holds for n = 3, � = 3, andV = Vg with g � p2 + p � 2. This is stated inTheorem 4.2 below. To prove this we need somepreliminary remarks.For the next few paragraphs, we work with gen-eral n, so that H is the Hecke algebra for GL(n;Z).Recall that an R-valued system of H -eigenvalues isa set function � : H ! R for some ring R. Wesay � occurs in an R-module Y if there exists an

eigenvector y 2 Y such that Ty = �(T )y for everyT 2 H . In particular, y 6= 0. We also de�ne thedual system of eigenvalues �# as follows: If T isthe double coset �s�, let T# be the double coset�(det(s)ts�1)�. Then �#(T ) = �(T#).We shall write �(l; k) instead of �(T (l; k)). Notethat if � actually occurs in the homology of an ad-missible module of level p then l 7! �(l; n) de�nesa multiplicative character � : (Z=p)� ! F �. Weshall also denote by � the corresponding charac-ter � : GQ ! F � via class �eld theory. That is,�(Frob�1l ) = �(l).Given an F -valued system of H -eigenvalues �,we say that a representation � : GQ ! GL(n; F )is attached to � if the characteristic polynomialsof � on Frobenius elements equal the correspond-ing Hecke polynomials as in Conjecture 1.2, with�(T (l; k)) in place of a(l; k).Given a representation � attached to � as above,we de�ne the representation �# by setting �#(g) =!(g)(n�1)�(g)�(tg�1), where ! is the cyclotomiccharacter mod p and � depends on � as explainedabove.
Lemma 4.1. If � is attached to �, then �# is attachedto �#.
Proof. Note that T (l; k)# = T (l; n)k�1T (l; n � k).Therefore, �(l; k)# = �(l)k�1�(l; n � k). On theother hand, the k-th symmetric polynomial of theeigenvalues of �#(Frob�1l ) is equal to�ln�1�(l)�k l�n(n�1)=2�(l))�1times the k-th symmetric polynomial of the eigen-values of �(Frob�1l ), sincedet �(Frob�1l ) = ln(n�1)=2�(l; n):A simple computation from the de�nitions now �n-ishes the argument. �For any F p-vector space A, A� denotes the vec-tor space dual. If A is also a right G-module forsome group G, we make G act on A� by ('g)(a) ='(ag�1). We also de�ne the right G-module A#by keeping the underlying space A the same and



372 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 4letting g 2 G act via the outer automorphism g 7!det(g)tg�1. Assume A has a central character �.Then since A� 
 (� � det) and A# have the sameBrauer character, they have the same compositionfactors. In particular, if A is simple, they are iso-morphic.
Theorem 4.2. Suppose p � 5 and Conjecture 1.2holds for Hy3(�; Vg) for all g � p2 + p � 2. ThenConjecture 1.2 holds for Hyk(�; V ) for all k and alladmissible coe�cient modules V .
Proof. First, by Lemma 2.1 of [Ash and Stevens1986a] we may assume that V is simple. By [Ash1992] we know Conjecture 1.2 holds for k = 0; 1. Italso holds vacuously for k > 3 since the homologyvanishes in that range. Suppose now we have aneigenclass in Hy2(�; V ). If it is a boundary class,the conjecture holds by Theorem 3.1. If not, itis quasicuspidal and dual to a class in Hy3(�; V #).By Lemma 4.1, if the conjecture holds for this dualclass, then it holds for the original class. Thus weonly have to worry about the case k = 3.Now if � is the system of eigenvalues attachedto a given eigenclass in H3(�; V ), we know that �occurs (up to a twist) in H3(�; Vg) for some g �p2 + p� 2. �In our computations below, we found that for p � 7and g � p2+p�2, all the homology was boundaryhomology. Combining this fact with theorems 3.1and 4.2, we obtain:
Theorem 4.3. (i) Conjecture 1.2 holds for Hy3(�; V )for all p � 7 and all admissible V .(ii) If p = 5 or 7, Conjecture 1.2 holds for Hyk(�; V )for all k and all admissible V .
Remark. For p = 11, we do �nd quasicuspidal ho-mology for Vg with g � p2 + p � 2. Howeveras noted in Section 6 below, our results suggeststrongly that each of these quasicuspidal classesdoes have an attached Galois representation. Thusour evidence strongly supports the assertion thatthe range of p in (ii) could be extended to includep = 11.

5. TESTING FOR THE IMAGE OF THE GALOIS
REPRESENTATIONFor this paper, we have computed many exam-ples of nontrivial quasicuspidal homology classesand the action of some of the Hecke operators onthem. By Conjecture 1.2, there should be attachedto each Hecke eigenclass a Galois representation �.In only a few of the quasicuspidal cases that wecomputed can we prove the conjecture, as discussedbelow. However in all cases we can say somethingabout the image of � should it exist. This is be-cause the conjecture tells us that our computedHecke eigenvalues can be used to give us the char-acteristic polynomials of various elements of theimage of �, namely the images of Frobenius at l forsmall l. We then can invoke the classi�cation ofsubgroups of GL(3;Z=p) to make assertions aboutthe possibilities for the image of �.To do this we begin with a paper of H. H. Mitchell[1911]. Although this paper studies the projectivespecial linear group, from his main result we caneasily list the maximal proper subgroups up to con-jugacy of J = GL(3;Z=p) for odd p. To facilitatecomparison, for each such subgroup H we indicatethe order of~H = H=(H \ Z(J)) \ PSL(3;Z=p)where Z(J) denotes the center of J . We let � =gcd(3; p�1). The possibilities for H are as follows:

1. The stabilizer of a line in (Z=p)3; then j ~Hj =(p+ 1)p3(p� 1)2=�.
2. The stabilizer of a plane in (Z=p)3; then j ~H j =(p+ 1)p3(p� 1)2=�.
3. The stabilizer up to similitudes of a nondegen-erate quadratic form in 3 variables with coe�-cients in Z=p; then j ~Hj = (p+ 1)p(p� 1).
4. The normalizer of the subgroup of diagonal ma-trices; then j ~H j = 6(p� 1)2=�.
5. The normalizer of the units in the cubic exten-sion F p3 of Z=p embedded into J by the regularrepresentation (after choosing a basis of F p3 overZ=p); then j ~Hj = 3(p2 + p+ 1)=�.
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6. Certain �nite groups with j ~H j = 36, 72, 168,216, or 360. These cases can only occur de-pending on certain congruence properties of p.Of the groups of type 6, the group of order 168 onlyoccurs if p = 7 or if p � 1; 2 or 4 (mod 7). Thegroup of order 216 only occurs if p � 1 (mod 9)and the ones of order 72 and 36 only occur if p �1 (mod 3). The group of order 360 requires thatp � 1 or 4 (mod 15).Now we �x a Hecke eigenclass in Hy3(�; Vg) witheigenvalues al and bl for T (l; 1) and T (l; 2), respec-tively. Since the central character of Vg is raisingto the g-th power, we see that the eigenvalue ofT (l; 3) is lg.As in [Ash and McConnell 1992] we �nd it moreconvenient to study a certain twist of �, namely�0 = �
!�1 where ! denotes the cyclotomic char-acter. Then what we know (conjecturally) about�0 are the characteristic polynomialsPl(X) = det(X � �0(Frob�1l ))= X3 � all�1X2 + bll�1X � lg:Note that if Pl(X) has a root of multiplicativeorder d then d must divide the order of �0(Frob�1l ).Similarly, if the companion matrix to Pl(X) in Jhas order d0 for some d0 prime to p, then d dividesd0 and d0 divides the order of �0(Frob�1l ).Let us say that � or �0 is \big" if the projec-tion of its image to PGL(3; F ) contains PSL(3; F ).By looking at the roots and companion matrix ofPl(X) as l varies, and using the list above, we canusually determine that � must be big if it exists.In those cases where it doesn't seem to be big, wecan determine what the image of � is likely to be.In the latter cases, if we compute more Hecke datafor larger l it would be possible, but not likely, thatthe putative image might grow, but it could nevershrink.It is hard to predict how many l's are required tobe satis�ed with the apparent answer. By the e�ec-tive Tchebotarev theorem, one knows that �nitelymany l's determine � but the bound given by thetheorem is not practical. A small number of l's

may be misleading. For example, when g = 44,p = 97, we had initially computed the Hecke poly-nomials Pl(X) for l � 19. They were all reducible.This pointed to a possibly reducible �. However,examination of the roots of the Hecke polynomials(as discussed further below) showed that in fact� had to be big. Yet if the Frobeniuses were be-having randomly, the chances that the �rst 8 Heckepolynomials should be reducible would be less than5%. If we were experimental scientists we shouldhave rejected the \bigness" hypothesis. Eventu-ally P23 turned out to be irreducible, and so didP29.(The probability calculation alluded to in thepreceding paragraph goes like this: In J we cancompute the sizes of the conjugacy classes dividedby the order of the group using Jordan canonicalform. Since p is large we may estimate the resultsby keeping only the leading powers of p. We seethat the union of the conjugacy classes whose char-acteristic polynomials factor into three linear termsmake up roughly one sixth of the group; thosethat factor into one linear and one quadratic termmake up roughly half the group, and those with ir-reducible characteristic polynomial contribute ap-proximately one third of the group. Thus the prob-ability that the �rst eight polynomials should bereducible given that � is big and assuming ran-domness, would be (2=3)8 < 0:04.)For the rest of this section we will assume thatwe have a homology eigenclass � such that all theHecke eigenvalues lie in the prime �eld, so thatF = Z=p ; and a representation � associated to �as in Conjecture 1.2.We will prove a theorem in the case when wehave an irreducible characteristic polynomial, andwe will make some remarks about cases in whichall the computed characteristic polynomials are re-ducible.Let J = GL(3;Z=p) as above, and set�J = PGL(3;Z=p);S �J = PSL(3;Z=p):



374 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 4Let G denote the image of �0 in J , �G its projectionto �J and S �G = �G \ S �J . Since [ �J : S �J ] = � =gcd(p� 1; 3), we have that [ �G : S �G] = � or 1.Let L be a �nite set of rational primes and letthere be given the characteristic polynomialPl(X) = det(X � �0(Frob�1l ))for each l 2 L.
Theorem 5.1. Assume p � 11. Suppose there existl;m 2 L satisfying these conditions:
1. Pl(X) is irreducible.
2. �0(Frob�1l )3 is not a scalar matrix .
3. One of the following holds:

a. Pm(X) = L(X)Q(X), where L is linear andQ is an irreducible quadratic and the com-panion matrix of Q raised to the 2e3f-th poweris not scalar , where 2e and 3f are the highestpowers respectively of 2 and 3 dividing p+1;or
b. Pm(X) = L(X)Q(X), where L is linear andQ is an irreducible quadratic and the coe�-cient of X2 is nonzero and �0(Frob�1l )168� isnot a scalar matrix .Then the image of �0 is big .

Remark. Pl(x) has three distinct roots, so that itscompanion matrix is conjugate to �0(Frob�1l ). Thusone can check condition 2 using the companion ma-trix of Pl(X). A similar remark applies to Pm(x)and the second part of condition 3b.Using this theorem one checks easily that �0 isbig where indicated in Table 11. We used Maple forcomputing the orders of roots of companion matri-ces.
Proof. Referring to the list of possible maximal sub-groups, we see that condition 1 rules out types 1,2 and 3 immediately, since the characteristic poly-nomials of elements of these subgroups are alwaysreducible.Let a be a root of Pl(X). Write the multiplica-tive order d of a as d = d1d2 where d2 = gcd(p �1; d). Then d1 divides (p3�1)=(p�1) = p2+p+1.Note that d must be the order of �0(Frob�1l ) since

the latter is semisimple with eigenvalues equal tothree conjugate elements of F p3=F p.Now (ad1)p�1 = 1 so that (ad1) 2 (Z=p)�. There-fore the eigenvalues of �0(Frob�1l )d1 lie in the prime�eld. Since �0(Frob�1l ) is semisimple with eigenval-ues conjugate over the prime �eld, it follows that�0(Frob�1l )d1 is a scalar matrix, i.e., lies in the cen-ter of J .Suppose d1 = 2x3y5z. But p2 + p + 1 is notdivisible by 2, 9 or 5. Hence d1 = 1 or 3. It followsfrom condition 2 and the preceding paragraph thatthis alternative is impossible, so d1 has a primedivisor q � 7. Since gcd(p � 1; p2 + p + 1) = 1 or3, q must be prime to p� 1.Let g denote the image of �0(Frob�1l )d=q in �J . Ifg = 1, �0(Frob�1l )d=q would be a scalar matrix, andhence �0(Frob�1l )d(p�1)=q = 1. Butgcd(d(p� 1)=q; d) = d=q;so that the order of �0(Frob�1l ) would divide q=d, acontradiction.Thus g 6= 1 and g has order q. Hence g3 is anelement of order q in S �G. This rules out type 4and all the groups of type 6 except the ones withj ~Hj = 168.Assume now condition 3a. Let h be the com-panion matrix to Pm(X), so that h is conjugateto �0(Frob�1m ) (which has three distinct eigenvaluesand hence is semi-simple). Suppose the rationaleigenvalue of h is b and the conjugate irrationaleigenvalues are � and �� 2 F p2 n F p.Let �h be the image of h in �J , and let t be theorder of �h. So ht is scalar and t divides p2 � 1.Write t = t1t2 where t2 = gcd(p � 1; t). Then t1divides p+ 1. One of the eigenvalues of ht1(p�1) is(b(p�1))t1 = 1. But it is scalar, so it is the identitymatrix. It follows that ht1 has all rational eigen-values.Suppose now that t1 is divisible by no primegreater than 3. Then t1 is a multiple of 2e3f . Thush2e3f has rational eigenvalues. In particular, �2e3fand ��2e3f are rational and hence equal. But byhypothesis, the companion matrix to Q, which is



Allison, Ash, and Conrad: Galois Representations, Hecke Operators, and the mod-p Cohomology of GL(3, ZZ) 375semisimple with eigenvalues � and �� when raisedto the 2e3f power would not be scalar, and this isa contradiction.Hence t1 is divisible by some prime r greaterthan 3. Thus the image of �0 in S �J contains anelement of order r. Since r divides p + 1 it mustbe prime to �(p2+p+1) and this rules out type 5.If r 6= 7 we also can rule out the remaining groupof type 6 (with 168 elements). But if r = 7, thenp � �1 (mod 7) and S �J doesn't have a maximalsubgroup of order 168 anyway.Now assume instead condition 3b. Since�0(Frob�1l )168�is not a scalar matrix, the remaining groups oftype 6 are eliminated. The only possibility left istype 5.Every element in a group of type 5 is conjugateover F p3 to a matrix of one of the following forms:0@�1 0 00 �2 00 0 �31A ; 0@ 0 0 �3�1 0 00 �2 0 1A ;0@ 0 �2 00 0 �3�1 0 0 1A ;where �1, �2 and �3 are the three Galois imagesof an element (not necessarily irrational) of F p3 .The �rst type of matrix is either scalar or has ir-reducible characteristic polynomial, so �0(Frob�1m )can't be conjugate to it. But our hypothesis im-plies that the trace of �0(Frob�1m ) isn't zero, so thatrules out the other two types of matrices. �
Symmetric Squares and Other Classes with Small ImageWhen there are no irreducible Hecke polynomialsPl(x) for a relatively long list of l's, it is likely thatthe image of � is not big. Reference to Table 11bears this out.When (g; p) = (42; 29), (54; 37) or (60; 41), ourHecke data is compatible with the equality �0 =ad0(�)
�. Here � is the nontrivial chracter of GQof order 2 unrami�ed outside p, and � is the Galois

representation attached to a cusp form of weight2, level p and nebentype �, and ad0 : GL(2) !GL(3) is the homomorphism given by conjuga-tion on matrices of trace 0. In this case � and �0would have their images contained in the orthogo-nal group GO(3; F p).In fact, using congruences mod p for classicalmodular forms, the symmetric squares lift from thetheory of automorphic representations, the theoryof modular representations of GL(3; F p) and someauxilliary computations, it can be proved for thevalues of (g; p) listed above that there does indeedexist a � of this form attached to � as in Conjecture1.2. This will be the subject of a paper by thesecond author with P. H. Tiep, under preparation.We would like to thank Richard Taylor and LuizFigueiredo for helping us to �gure out what wasgoing on in these cases.When (g; p) = (112; 229) or (126; 257), our Heckedata is compatible with the equality�0 = (IndGQGK  )
 !�1 � 1;where 1 is the trivial character, ! the cyclotomiccharacter mod p, K = Q (pp) (which has classnumber 3) and  a nontrivial cubic character ofGK unrami�ed everywhere.When (g; p) = (90; 277), our Hecke data is com-patible with the equality �0 = �!�1 � 1, where! is the cyclotomic character mod p and � hasimage isomorphic to Â4. More speci�cally, let Kbe the unique cyclic cubic extension of Q rami-�ed only at p, and let Q be the quartic exten-sion of Q generated by a root of the irreduciblepolynomial x4 + x3 � 16x2 � 3x + 1. Let L bethe compositum KQ. The class group of K isZ=2 � Z=2 and L is the Hilbert class �eld of K.Then Gal(L=Q ) ' A4 and the splitting of primesin L agrees with our Hecke data under the assump-tion that L can be embedded into an Â4 extensionM of Q and � : GQ � Â4 � GL(2; F p) has �xed�eldM , which is unrami�ed outside p. An abstractargument with Brauer groups shows that � exists.Thanks to help from Jordi Quer and Warren Sin-



376 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 4not, we constructed � and checked the splitting ofprimes from L to M against our Hecke data.We also computed a number of Hecke polynomi-als for eigenclasses with p � 11. They were notincluded in Table 11 because they are better dis-cussed in the context of the following section.
6. CASES WITH p � 11In this section we discuss computations we madeof Hecke eigenvalues when p was odd and less than12. We did not list them in Table 11 because theyare more easily described in terms of GL(1) andGL(2) phenomena.First consider p = 5 or 7. By Theorem 4.3 aboveand its proof, we know that every Hecke eigenclassin Hy3(�; Vg(F p)) has an attached Galois represen-tation � always of boundary type. Thus � is re-ducible and can be written as� � !a � !b�;where ! is the cyclotomic character mod p and� is a 2-dimensional mod p Galois representationattached to a cohomology eigenclass � for GL(2;Z)with coe�cients in Uh = homogeneous polynomialsin two variables over F p, for some h. Equivalently,by a theorem of Eichler and Shimura, � is attachedto a classical modular form of weight h + 2 andlevel 1. A direct applicaton of Corollary 3.6 of[Ash and Stevens 1986b] shows that after possibletwisting of �, we may take h < p. In this range,all such � are themselves reducible.So we have � � !a � !b � !cfor some a, b, c. We checked this numericallyfor the quasicuspidal classes with (g; p) = (52; 5),(54; 5), (58; 7), (64; 7), (70; 7) and (106; 7). Thatis, for each class we found (a; b; c) such thatPl(x) = (x� la)(x� lb)(x� lc)for all small values of l that we tested.

In the case p = 3, the results of [Ash and Stevens1986b] and Theorem 4.2 above are no longer appli-cable. They are probably still true, but since 3divides the torsion of �, the methods we used arenot su�cient to establish their truth. We still ex-pect that any eigenclass in Hy3(�; Vg(F 3)) will haveattached a � of the form !a�!b�!c. We checkedthis for g = 36, p = 3 and l � 19. In this case,there is no quasicuspidal homology, but there are�ve linearly independent boundary classes, 4 in F 0and one of type 2. We upper triangularized this5-dimensional space and veri�ed that each Heckeeigenclass has attached to it the Galois representa-tion �0 � 1� ! � !:Finally, suppose p = 11. By Theorem 4.2, ifConjecture 1.2 holds for any eigenclass inHqc3 (�;Vg)for g � 130, then it holds for any eigenclass inH�(�;W ) for any � and any admissible W .We computed Tl for l = 2, 3, 5, 7 on Hqc3 (�; Vg)for g � 130. There was a strong \p�1 regularity",that is, every package of Hecke eigenvalues for Vgalso occured for Vg+p�1. (When p = 7, we alsoveri�ed such a p�1 regularity for g = 52, 58, 64,and 70.) See Section 4 for a heruistic explanationof this pattern.In all, there are 9 distinct packages of Heckeeigenvalues in Lg�130Hqc3 (�; Vg). Of these, 3 areconsistent with a Galois representation� � !a � !b � !cfor some a, b, c and 5 are consistent with� � !t � !s�for some s, t where � = the 2-dimensional mod 11representation associated to �, the classical holo-morphic cusp form of weight 12 on SL(2;Z). Theremaining package is consistent with� � ad0(�):These results strongly support Conjecture 1.2 forp = 11.
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7. COMPUTATION OF HOMOLOGY

TheoryLet � = GL(3;Z) and �2 = GL(2;Z). Let V =Vg(F p) denote the set of homogeneous polynomialsin three variables x, y, and z of total degree g withcoe�cients in F p. Given a matrix m = (mij) in �,we let it act on f 2 V as follows:f(x) �m = f(mx), where x = t(x; y; z):Suppose p > 2. Let Z be the subspace of solutionsin V of equations (i){(iii) in Theorem 2.1. Fromequation (i), any solution must consist of termsof even degree in each variable. From equation(ii), a solution must be antisymmetric in the threevariables.A nice basis for the polynomials in V satisfyingthese two equations are the antisymmetric polyno-mials of the formA(x�) := X�2S3(sgn�)(�x)a(�y)b(�z)c;where � = (a; b; c) ranges over unordered partitionsof g into exactly three distinct nonnegative evenparts. Any two unordered partitions are the sameso long as they contain the same elements, eachwith the same multiplicities. We will follow theconvention that unordered partitions are alwayswritten in descending sequence. The symmetricgroup S3 acts on the set of variables fx; y; zg bypermuting the set.On the other hand, suppose p = 2. The only di-agonal matrix is 1 so we no longer get a restrictionon the degree of the variables in each term. Sincesgn� � 1 (mod 2);the antisymmetries A(x�) which are the solutionsto equation (ii) in Theorem 2.1 reduce to symmet-ric polynomials. In the p = 2 case, a nice basisfor the solutions to the �rst two equations are the

symmetric polynomials of the formS(x�) := 8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
X�2S3(�x)a(�y)b(�z)c if a > b > c,X�2A3(�x)a(�y)b(�z)c if a = b > cor a > b = c,xayaza if a = b = c,where � = (a; b; c) ranges over all unordered parti-tions of g into three nonnegative parts.

Boundary homology. The homology group Hy3(�; V )consists of boundary homology and quasicuspidalhomology. We divided the boundary homologyinto four overlapping subspaces designated as types0, 1, 2a, and 2b, for which we give explicit genera-tor polynomials below. We let T 0, T 1, T 2a and T 2bdenote these four subspaces and de�ne a �ltrationas follows: F 0 = T 0;F 1 = F 0 _ T 1;F 2a = F 1 _ T 2a;F 2b = F 2a _ T 2b;where _ denotes the linear span. Since F 2b isprecisely the boundary homology, we obtain thequasicuspidal homology Hqc3 (�; V ) as the quotientH3(�; V )=F 2b.
Type 0 homology. Let U = Ug(F p) denote the set ofhomogeneous polynomials of degree g in two vari-ables x and y with coe�cients in F p. The anti-symmetrization map A above is a linear map fromU into V . Further, if f(x; y) is a solution in Uto the system of equations in Theorem 2.3, thenA(f(x; y)) is a solution in V to the system in The-orem 2.1. The type 0 solutions are all such anti-symmetrizations:F 0 = T 0 = fA(f(x; y; z)) : f(x; y) 2 Hy1(�2; U)g:One particular solution in U to equations (i),(ii), (iii) of Theorem 2.3 is xg � yg. This solu-tion vanishes in F 0 under the antisymmetry mapA. Moreover let f(x; y) be a GL2 solution and let



378 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 4F (x; y; z) = A(f(x; y)). There exists a 2 F p suchthat f(x; y)� F (x; y; 0) = a(xg � yg):We can accordingly view F 0 as a quotient:F 0 ' Hy1(�2; U)=(xg � yg):(In characteristic 0, F 0 would correspond to clas-sical cusp forms of weight g + 2.)For some g, Hy3(�; V )=F 0 contains nonzero solu-tions that can be written explicitly:
Example 7.1. If p > 2, then A(xp3�1yp2�1zp�1) is asolution to the equations in Theorem 2.1.
Proof. It is easy to see that the �rst two equationsare satis�ed. To verify the third, letf(x; y; z) = A(xp3�1yp2�1zp�1)and use the fact that (� + �)p = �p + �p to showthat(x�y)�f(x;y; z)�f(x�y;y; z)�f(x;x�y; z)� = 0:Since x� y 6= 0, the third equation is satis�ed. �
Type 1 solutions. The solutions of type 1 are con-structed as follows. First let p be odd. Setb(x; y) = �yp � xp�1y�2 ;c(x; y; z) = �b(x; z)p=2 � b(x; y)(p�1)=2b(x; z)�2;fklm(x; y; z) = x2kb(x; y)lc(x; y; z)m;so that c(x; y; z) is a fundamental invariant (mod-ulo p > 2) for GL(3;Z); see [Dixon 1911].For p = 2, this scheme is modi�ed as follows:b(x; y) = yp � xp�1y;c(x; y; z) = b(x; z)2 � b(x; y)b(x; z);fklm(x; y; z) = xkb(x; y)lc(x; y; z)m:Here c(x; y; z) is the corresponding fundamental in-variant for p = 2.
Example 7.2. Fklm(x; y; z) := A(fklm(x; y; z)) is asolution.

If m = 0, then such a solution will be type 0. Lin-ear combinations of these solutions (m > 0) givethe type 1 solutions of weight g:T 1=�WfFklm : g=4m+2l+k; m> 0g if p=2;WfFklm : g=2mp2+2lp+2k; m> 0g if p> 2.From the inequality 2mp2 � g, it follows for therange of our calculations (g � 200) that type 1solutions can only exist for p � 7.Since all homology for p = 2 and g � 100 turnedout to be type 1, we will assume p � 3 for the restof this section.
Type 2a solutions. Let '(x; y) be a �2 solution of to-tal degree d, i.e., ' 2 Hy1(�2; Ud(F p)). Let c(x; y; z)be the fundamental invariant as above.
Example 7.3. If g = d + 2mp2, a boundary solutionis given byG1m'(x; y; z) := X�2A3 ��'(x; y)c(x; y; z)m�:If m = 0, then the solution is a type 0 solution.The type 2a solutions, T 2a, are the linear span ofsolutions G1m' of weight g:T 2a = WfG1m' : ' 2 Hy1(�2; Ud(F p));g = d+ 2mp2; m > 0g:For p > 2, the smallest �2 solution is of weightd = 10. This gives rise to the inequality g � 10 +2p2. For g � 200, we have p � 7 for all type 2asolutions.
Type 2b solutions. SetB(x; y) := yp � xp�1y = Y�2Z=p(�x+ y):As before, let '(x; y) be a �2 solution of total de-gree d.
Example 7.4. If g = pd+2m, a boundary solution isgiven byG2m'(x; y; z) := X�2A3 � �x2m' (B(x; y); B(x; z))� :



Allison, Ash, and Conrad: Galois Representations, Hecke Operators, and the mod-p Cohomology of GL(3, ZZ) 379The type 2b solutions, T 2b, are the linear span ofsolutions G2m' of weight g:T 2b =WfG2m' : ' 2Hy1(�2; Ud(F p)); g = pd+2mgFor type 2b solutions, since d � 10, we have theinequality g � 10p. Hence we have p � 19 for anytype 2b solution with g � 200.
AlgorithmsFix a prime p and a weight g and let V = Vg(F p)of degree g with coe�cients in F p. Let D(V ) bethe span of the set of monomials xaybzc of de-gree g with a, b and c all even. De�ne A(V ) :=Sv2V A(v). For p > 2, A(V ) is the set of solutionsto equation (ii) of Theorem 2.1.Let � = f� = (a; b; c) : a > b > c � 0; a+b+c =g; a � b � c � 0 (mod 2)g. An indexed basis forA(V )\D(V ) is given by B = fA(x�) : � 2 �g. Forp � 3, we may take A(V ) \D(V ) as a superspaceof Hy3(�; V ). Recall that for p > 3, Hy3(�; V ) 'H3(�; V ).Assume now that p > 2. To compute Hy3(�; V ),we construct a matrix m with rows indexed bymonomials in V and columns indexed by �. Givena monomial v 2 V and a partition � 2 �, the en-try mv;� in row v column � is the coe�cient of vin A(x�)(1+h+h2). Setting f(x;�y; z) = A(x�),we haveA(x�)(1+h+h2)= f(x;�y; z)(1+h+h2)= f(x;�y; z)+f(y;�x+y; z)+f(�x+y; x; z)(by the action of h on f)= f(x; y; z)+f(y; x�y; z)+f(x�y; x; z)(since f is in D(V ))= f(x; y; z)�f(x�y; y; z)�f(x; x�y; z)(since f is in A(V )).We used this last form for computational purposes.The number of rows in the matrix is larger thanthe number of columns so there are necessarily de-pendencies. One simple application of symmetryreduced the number of rows by more than half.

Consider the monomials v=xaybzc and v0=xbyazcobtained by permuting x and y in v. Given anypartition � 2 �, the associated matrix entries sat-isfymv0;�=�mv;�. The rows associated with v andv0 are thus dependent. In particular, if v= v0 (thatis, if a = b), the row is zero.We then used row reduction and back-substi-tution to obtain a basis for Hy3(�; V ) consistingof linear combinations of the basis elements forA(V ) \ D(V ). To obtain F 0, we restricted � topartitions into two parts:�2(g) = f�= (a; b; 0) : a > b > 0; a+ b= g;a� b� 0 (mod 2)g:To obtain Hy3(�; V )=F 0, what we call excess ho-mology, we restricted � to partitions into threenonzero parts:�3(g) = f�= (a; b; c) : a > b > c > 0; a+ b+ c= g;a� b� c� 0 (mod 2)g:We illustrate the calculation of type 1 homologywith the case g = 36, p = 3. The 19 partitions in�3(36) act as labels for a basis ofHy3(�;V36(F 3))=F0.For example, the partition (30; 4; 2) correspondsto the basis polynomial A(x30y4z2). We constructa matrix with columns indexed by these nineteenpartitions as follows. The rows are indexed by the� g+12 � = 666 ordered partitions � = (a; b; c) of 36.The entry in row � column � is the coe�cient ofxaybzc in the computational form ofu� = A(x�)(1 + h+ h2):For example, since the coe�cient of x6y16z14 inu(14;12;10) is 714 or 0 (mod 3), the entry in row(6; 16; 14) and column (14; 12; 10) is 0. We �nd abasis for the nullspace of fu� : � 2 �3(36)g by per-forming Gaussian elimination on our matrix. Forg = 36, p = 3, we obtain the basis fA(x26y8z2)gfor Hy3(�; V36(F 3))=F0.As mentioned, we were able to exploit symmetryto reduce the number of rows in our matrix.To calculate a basis for type 1 boundary homol-ogy, we used the same set of partitions �3(g) to



380 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 4index the columns of the matrix. The rows wereindexed by the generators Fklm of the type one so-lutions. Given a partition � = (a; b; c) 2 �3(g) anda generator F = Fklm, the entry in row F column� is given by the coe�cient of xaybzc in F . Rowreducing this matrix and deleting rows of all zerosgives a basis for the type 1 solutions.Bases for type 2a and type 2b homology werecalculated in a similar fashion.For p = 2, we made appropriate modi�cationsto the procedures above.
ImplementationWe used Mathematica to do the necessary poly-nomial manipulation to obtain the matrix m for�xed g, without reducing entries modulo p. A Clanguage implementation of Gaussian eliminationread the entries, reducing them modulo p, row re-duced the matrix and used back substitution toget a basis for Hy3(�; V ) which could be checkedagainst the original equations. For larger g, backsubstitution and veri�cation were omitted to re-duce program running time. In this case, we usedthe corank of the row reduced matrix to obtain thedimension of Hy3(�; V ).All our arithmetic was exact arithmetic. Ourprimes p all satis�ed p2 < 231 � 1, this numberbeing our largest machine integer. Thus integeroverow was not a signi�cant concern in writingour C language code for row reduction and backsubstitution.
Consistency ChecksTo check against programming errors, the programveri�ed that solutions obtained by the matrix cal-culations satis�ed the equations. Of course, thisonly veri�es our results to be lower bounds of thetrue dimensions of the solution space. As thischecking is time consuming for large g, we omit-ted this check for g � 100. For small g, we usedhand calculations as an exact check. The successof the Hecke operator calculations (see Section 9)is a very strong indication of correctness of the ho-mology programs.

ExamplesTable 1 shows some speci�c examples of the homol-ogy computations. The program output has beenconverted to tabular form for compactness.g = 36, p = 3 g = 42, p = 29 (exc.)� nullspace basis � n.b.(30; 4; 2) (36; 4; 2)(28; 6; 2) (34; 6; 2)(26; 8; 2) 1 (32; 8; 2) 1(26; 6; 4) (32; 6; 4) 26(24; 10; 2) (30; 10; 2)(24; 8; 4) (30; 8; 4)(22; 12; 2) (28; 12; 2) 22(22; 10; 4) (28; 10; 4) 10(22; 8; 6) (28; 8; 6) 5(20; 14; 2) (26; 14; 2) 15(20; 12; 4) (26; 12; 4) 22(20; 10; 6) (26; 10; 6) 27(18; 16; 2) (24; 16; 2) 4(18; 14; 4) (24; 14; 4) 6(18; 12; 6) (24; 12; 6) 9(18; 10; 8) (24; 10; 8) 2(16; 14; 6) (22; 18; 2) 27(16; 12; 8) (22; 16; 4) 12(14; 12; 10) (22; 14; 6) 6(34; 2; 0) 1 (22; 12; 8) 18(32; 4; 0) 1 (20; 18; 4) 19(30; 6; 0) 1 (20; 16; 6) 10(28; 8; 0) 1 (20; 14; 8) 3(26; 10; 0) 1 2 1 (20; 12; 10) 11(24; 12; 0) 2 1 (18; 16; 8) 15(22; 14; 0) (18; 14; 10) 7(20; 16; 0) (16; 14; 12) 7
TABLE 1. Output of sample homology computa-tions. � is the index set, consisting (in the caseg = 36) of the 27 partitions of 36 into distinct evenparts. \Nullspace basis" gives a basis for our re-alization of the homology; each column representsa vector in the basis (vector entries not shown arezero). See next page for details.



Allison, Ash, and Conrad: Galois Representations, Hecke Operators, and the mod-p Cohomology of GL(3, ZZ) 381The left half of the table shows the case g =36, p = 3. Our program outputs the index set �,consisting of the 27 partitions of 36 into distincteven parts; this is shown in the �rst column. Itthen outputs �ve 27-tuples representing a basis forour realization of Hy3(�; V36(F 3)). These vectorsare shown here as columns in the next section ofthe table. For instance, the �rst basis vector has asingle nonzero entry at the position (26; 8; 2), andso corresponds to the polynomialA(x26y8z2) = x26y8z2 + y26z8x2 + z26x8y2� y26x8z2 � z26y8x2 � x26z8y2;while the second vector corresponds to A(x34y2) +A(x26y10) and so on.The last four of these �ve vectors are �2 solu-tions. Restricting � to partitions of g = 36 intodistinct even positive parts gives the excess ho-mology. The program can be queried about theexcess homology separately; it responds essentiallywith the information shown above the dashed linein the table| that is, a 19-element index set andone 19-tuple, which corresponds to a basis of thenullspace. This solution, A(x26y8z2), turns out tobe type 1 boundary homology.To isolate the nontrivial �2 solutions, needed forcalculation of type 2a and 2b solutions, our pro-gram has a �2 homology mode. Choosing thismode and running the program on the same exam-ple yields the information shown below the dashedline in the table: an eight-element index set andfour solutions, each corresponding to a solutionfound in the earlier realization of Hy3(�; V36(F 3))(which is why we need not display the output sep-arately). This simple correspondence of solutionsalways occurs as a result of our ordering of the ba-sis vectors. The trivial solution x36 � y36 needsto be added to this list to obtain a basis for therealization of Hy1(�2; U36(F 3)).The right half of the table shows the excess ho-mology in the case g = 42, p = 29. The interpreta-tion of the columns is similar; the nullspace turnsout to be one-dimensional.

8. HOMOLOGY TABLESThe next several tables list the dimension of so-lution spaces by prime p and by weight g. SeeDe�nition 1.1 and Section 7 for an explanation ofthe notations Hy, F �, T �, Hqc.
Homology for p = 2We computed excess homology for p = 2 and g �100. All this homology turned out to be type 1boundary homology. We list the dimension of type1 boundary homology for each g � 100.g dim g dim g dim g dim g dim11 1 29 13 47 41 65 84 83 14312 1 30 14 48 43 66 87 84 14713 1 31 15 49 45 67 90 85 15014 2 32 17 50 47 68 93 86 15415 2 33 18 51 49 69 96 87 15816 2 34 19 52 51 70 99 88 16217 3 35 21 53 54 71 102 89 16618 4 36 22 54 56 72 105 90 17019 4 37 23 55 58 73 108 91 17420 5 38 25 56 61 74 112 92 17821 6 39 27 57 63 75 115 93 18222 6 40 28 58 65 76 118 94 18623 7 41 30 59 68 77 122 95 19124 8 42 32 60 71 78 125 96 19525 9 43 33 61 73 79 128 97 19926 10 44 35 62 76 80 132 98 20427 11 45 37 63 79 81 136 99 20828 12 46 39 64 81 82 139 100 212

TABLE 2. p = 2: Excess homology (and also type 1boundary homology) for Hy3(GL(3;Z); Vg(F 2))=F 0by weight g, for g � 100.
Homology for p > 2Tables 3 and 4 list the dimension of the solutionspaces for all pairs (g; p) with 3 � p � 541, g �200 and such that this dimension is nonzero. (Forprimes p > 3, the solution spaces are isomorphic tothe homology groups without the y .) The tablesare organized by p and g, respectively. The dimen-sion appears as a superscript when greater than 1and is implicit when equal to 1.



382 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 4p g: a superscript indicates the dimension of the solution space when greater than 13 36; 38; 40; 42; 442; 462; 482; 502; 523; 543; 563; 583; 604; 625; 645; 665; 686; 707; 727; 747; 768; 789; 809; 829; 8410;8611; 8812; 9012; 9213; 9414; 9615; 9815; 10016; 10217; 10418; 10618; 10819; 11020; 11221; 11422; 11623; 11824;12025; 12226; 12427; 12628; 12829; 13030; 13231; 13432; 13633; 13834; 14036; 14237; 14438; 14639; 14841; 15042;15243; 15444; 15646; 15847; 16048; 16249; 16451; 16653; 16854; 17055; 17257; 17459; 17660; 17861; 18063; 18265;18466; 18667; 18869; 19071; 19273; 19474; 19676; 19878; 200805 52; 54; 56; 58; 60; 62; 64; 66; 68; 70; 722; 74; 762; 782; 803; 822; 843; 862; 883; 903; 924; 943; 964; 983; 1005; 1024;1045; 1064; 1085; 1105; 1126; 1146; 1167; 1186; 1208; 1226; 1248; 1267; 1288; 1308; 1329; 1348; 1369; 1389; 14011;14210; 14411; 14610; 14811; 15012; 15214; 15413; 15614; 15813; 16015; 16215; 16416; 16615; 16816; 17016; 17218;17417; 17619; 17818; 18020; 18219; 18420; 18620; 18821; 19021; 19223; 19421; 19623; 19822; 200267 58; 64; 70; 72; 74; 76; 78; 80; 82; 84; 86; 88; 90; 92; 94; 96; 98; 1002; 1022; 1042; 1063; 1083; 1102; 1123; 1144;1163; 1183; 1204; 1224; 1244; 1264; 1284; 1304; 1325; 1344; 1365; 1385; 1405; 1425; 1446; 1465; 1486; 1506; 1526;1548; 1568; 1587; 1608; 1628; 1649; 1668; 1689; 17010; 17210; 1749; 1769; 17810; 18010; 18210; 18411; 18612;18811; 19011; 19212; 19411; 19613; 19813; 2001311 68; 78; 88; 90; 92; 98; 100; 102; 108; 1102; 1122; 114; 116; 1182; 1202; 1222; 124; 126; 1282; 1303; 1322; 1342;1362; 1383; 1403; 1423; 1442; 1462; 1483; 1503; 1523; 1542; 1563; 1583; 1603; 1624; 1643; 1663; 1684; 1704; 1724;1743; 1763; 1785; 1805; 1824; 1844; 1864; 1886; 1905; 1925; 1944; 1964; 1986; 200613 80; 92; 104; 106; 108; 116; 118; 120; 126; 128; 1302; 1323; 1342; 1362; 1382; 1402; 1422; 1443; 1462; 1482; 1502;1522; 1542; 1564; 1582; 1602; 1622; 1642; 1662; 1684; 1702; 1722; 1742; 1762; 1782; 1804; 1823; 1844; 1864; 1884;1904; 1926; 1943; 1965; 1984; 200417 94; 102; 1042; 110; 118; 1202; 126; 1342; 1362; 138; 140; 142; 1502; 1522; 154; 156; 158; 1662; 1682; 1702; 1723;1743; 1762; 178; 180; 1823; 1843; 1862; 1883; 1903; 1922; 194; 196; 1983; 200319 66; 76; 84; 94; 102; 112; 116; 120; 130; 134; 1382; 1482; 150; 1522; 1542; 1564; 1662; 168; 1702; 1722; 1744; 178;1842; 186; 1883; 1904; 1926; 1942; 1963; 198; 20023 92; 114; 136; 138; 1402; 158; 160; 1622; 174; 176; 180; 182; 1843; 1862; 1882; 196; 19829 42; 70; 98; 116; 126; 144; 154; 160; 168; 172; 1742; 1763; 182; 188; 196; 20031 108; 1242; 138; 1542; 168; 1842; 186; 1882; 19837 54; 88; 90; 1242; 126; 134; 140; 1482; 1602; 162; 170; 176; 1842; 1962; 19841 50; 60; 70; 90; 96; 100; 110; 130; 136; 140; 150; 1642; 168; 170; 176; 178; 180; 19043 66; 96; 108; 116; 138; 1503; 158; 1723; 180; 184; 1923; 20047 138; 164; 184; 188353 52; 782; 1042; 114; 1302; 1562; 166; 178; 1822; 192; 19861 60; 80; 902; 100; 1203; 140; 1503; 160; 174; 1803; 20067 102; 160; 168; 19671 128; 176; 19873 1082; 124; 1802; 19679 78; 104; 130; 1562; 18283 13689 88; 1323; 148; 176297 44; 140; 1443101 1504103 84; 186107 88; 146; 194
p gdim p gdim109 126; 1624; 198 229 112113 78; 140; 1684; 190; 196 239 60127 146 257 126137 186 277 90; 182139 188 307 124181 54; 84 397 188191 48 401 100; 1982199 150 463 88211 52 523 106

TABLE 3. Excess homology Hy3(GL(3;Z); Vg(F p))=F 0 by prime p, for 3 � p � 541, g � 200. If a combination(g; p) in this range is not shown, the space has dimension 0. In particular, this happens for all g � 200 in thecase of the primes p = 59, 131, 149, 151, 157, 163, 167, 173, 179, 193, 197, 223, 227, 233, 241, 251, 263, 269,271, 281, 283, 293, 311, 313, 317, 331, 337, 347, 349, 353, 359, 367, 373, 379, 383, 389, 409, 419, 421, 431, 433,439, 443, 449, 457, 461, 467, 479, 487, 491, 499, 503, 509, 521, 541.



Allison, Ash, and Conrad: Galois Representations, Hecke Operators, and the mod-p Cohomology of GL(3, ZZ) 383g pdim36 338 340 342 3; 2944 32; 9746 3248 32; 19150 32; 4152 33; 5; 53; 21154 33; 5; 37; 18156 33; 558 33; 5; 760 34; 5; 41; 61; 23962 35; 564 35; 5; 766 35; 5; 19; 4368 36; 5; 1170 37; 5; 7; 29; 4172 37; 52; 774 37; 5; 776 38; 52; 7; 1978 39; 52; 7; 11; 532; 79; 11380 39; 53; 7; 13; 6182 39; 52; 784 310; 53; 7; 19; 103; 18186 311; 52; 788 312; 53; 7; 11; 37; 89; 107; 46390 312; 53; 7; 11; 37; 41; 612; 27792 313; 54; 7; 11; 13; 2394 314; 53; 7; 17; 1996 315; 54; 7; 41; 4398 315; 53; 7; 11; 29100 316; 55; 72; 11; 41; 61; 401102 317; 54; 72; 11; 17; 19; 67104 318; 55; 72; 13; 172; 532; 79106 318; 54; 73; 13; 523108 319; 55; 73; 11; 13; 31; 43; 732110 320; 55; 72; 112; 17; 41112 321; 56; 73; 112; 19; 229114 322; 56; 74; 11; 23; 53116 323; 57; 73; 11; 13; 19; 29; 43118 324; 56; 73; 112; 13; 17

g pdim120 325; 58; 74; 112; 13; 172; 19; 613122 326; 56; 74; 112124 327; 58; 74; 11; 312; 372; 73; 307126 328; 57; 74; 11; 13; 17; 29; 37; 109; 257128 329; 58; 74; 112; 13; 71130 330; 58; 74; 113; 132; 19; 41; 532; 79132 331; 59; 75; 112; 133; 893134 332; 58; 74; 112; 132; 172; 19; 37136 333; 59; 75; 112; 132; 172; 23; 41; 83138 334; 59; 75; 113; 132; 17; 192; 23; 31; 43; 47140 336; 511; 75; 113; 132; 17; 232; 37; 41; 61; 97; 113142 337; 510; 75; 113; 132; 17144 338; 511; 76; 112; 133; 29; 973146 339; 510; 75; 112; 132; 107; 127148 341; 511; 76; 113; 132; 192; 372; 89150 342; 512; 76; 113; 132; 172; 19; 41; 433; 613; 1014; 199152 343; 514; 76; 113; 132; 172; 192154 344; 513; 78; 112; 132; 17; 192; 29; 312156 346; 514; 78; 113; 134; 17; 194; 532; 792158 347; 513; 77; 113; 132; 17; 23; 43160 348; 515; 78; 113; 132; 23; 29; 372; 61; 67162 349; 515; 78; 114; 132; 232; 37; 1094164 351; 516; 79; 113; 132; 412; 47166 353; 515; 78; 113; 132; 172; 192; 53168 354; 516; 79; 114; 134; 172; 19; 29; 31; 41; 67; 1134170 355; 516; 710; 114; 132; 172; 192; 37; 41172 357; 518; 710; 114; 132; 173; 192; 29; 433174 359; 517; 79; 113; 132; 173; 194; 23; 292; 61176 360; 519; 79; 113; 132; 172; 23; 293; 37; 41; 71; 892178 361; 518; 710; 115; 132; 17; 19; 41; 53180 363; 520; 710; 115; 134; 17; 23; 41; 43; 613; 732182 365; 519; 710; 114; 133; 173; 23; 29; 532; 79; 277184 366; 520; 711; 114; 134; 173; 192; 233; 312; 372; 43; 47186 367; 520; 712; 114; 134; 172; 19; 232; 31; 103; 137188 369; 521; 711; 116; 134; 173; 193; 232; 29; 312; 473; 139; 397190 371; 521; 711; 115; 134; 173; 194; 41; 113192 373; 523; 712; 115; 136; 172; 196; 433; 53194 374; 521; 711; 114; 133; 17; 192; 107196 376; 523; 713; 114; 135; 17; 193; 23; 29; 372; 67; 73; 113198 378; 522; 713; 116; 134; 173; 19; 23; 31; 37; 53; 71; 109; 4012200 380; 526; 713; 116; 134; 173; 19; 29; 43; 61
TABLE 4. Excess homology Hy3(GL(3;Z); Vg(F p))=F 0 by weight g, for 3 � p � 541, g � 200



384 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 4Next we break down the dimensions given in Ta-bles 3 and 4 into type 1 homology F 1=F 0 on theone hand and type 2 plus quasicuspidal homologyHy3(GL(3;Z); Vg(F p))=F 1 on the other. The resultsfor F 1=F 0 are shown in Table 5.p = 3 5 p = 3 5 7 p = 3 5 7 p = 3 5 7g dim g dim g dim g dim36 1 78 9 2 120 25 8 1 162 49 15 338 1 80 9 3 122 26 6 1 164 51 16 440 1 82 9 2 124 27 8 1 166 53 15 442 1 84 10 3 126 28 7 2 168 54 16 544 2 86 11 2 128 29 8 2 170 55 16 546 2 88 12 3 130 30 8 1 172 57 18 448 2 90 12 3 132 31 9 2 174 59 17 550 2 92 13 4 134 32 8 2 176 60 19 552 3 1 94 14 3 136 33 9 2 178 61 18 454 3 1 96 15 4 138 34 9 2 180 63 20 556 3 1 98 15 3 140 36 11 2 182 65 19 558 3 1 100 16 5 1 142 37 10 3 184 66 20 660 4 1 102 17 4 1 144 38 11 3 186 67 20 662 5 1 104 18 5 1 146 39 10 2 188 69 21 564 5 1 106 18 4 1 148 41 11 3 190 71 21 666 5 1 108 19 5 1 150 42 12 3 192 73 23 668 6 1 110 20 5 1 152 43 14 3 194 74 21 570 7 1 112 21 6 1 154 44 13 4 196 76 23 772 7 2 114 22 6 1 156 46 14 3 198 78 22 774 7 1 116 23 7 1 158 47 13 4 200 80 26 8
TABLE 5. Dimension of type 1 homology F 1=F 0, forg � 200 and 3 � p � 541. Combinations (g; p) notshown have dimension zero.g dim g dim g dim g dim g dim g dim g dim58 1 86 1 106 2 126 2 146 3 166 4 186 664 1 88 1 108 2 128 2 148 3 168 4 188 670 1 90 1 110 1 130 3 150 3 170 5 190 572 1 92 1 112 2 132 3 152 3 172 6 192 674 1 94 1 114 3 134 2 154 4 174 4 194 676 1 96 1 116 2 136 3 156 5 176 4 196 678 1 98 1 118 2 138 3 158 3 178 6 198 680 1 100 1 120 3 140 3 160 4 180 5 200 582 1 102 1 122 3 142 2 162 5 182 584 1 104 1 124 3 144 3 164 5 184 5
TABLE 6. Dimension of type 2 plus quasicuspidalhomology Hy3(GL(3;Z); Vg(F p))=F 1, for p = 7 andg � 200.

p = 3 5 7 11 p = 3 5 7 11 13 17 19g dim g dim36 1 120 25 8 4 138 1 122 26 6 3 140 1 124 27 8 4 142 1 126 28 7 4 144 2 128 29 8 4 146 2 130 30 8 4 1 148 2 132 31 9 5 1 150 2 134 32 8 4 1 152 3 1 136 33 9 5 1 154 3 1 138 34 9 5 1 156 3 1 140 36 11 5 1 158 3 1 142 37 10 5 1 160 4 1 144 38 11 6 1 162 5 1 146 39 10 5 1 164 5 1 148 41 11 6 1 166 5 1 150 42 12 6 1 168 6 1 152 43 14 6 1 170 7 1 1 154 44 13 8 2 172 7 2 1 156 46 14 8 2 174 7 1 1 158 47 13 7 2 176 8 2 1 160 48 15 8 2 178 9 2 1 162 49 15 8 2 180 9 3 1 164 51 16 8 2 182 9 2 1 166 53 15 8 2 184 10 3 1 168 54 16 9 2 186 11 2 1 170 55 16 9 2 1 188 12 3 1 172 57 18 9 2 1 190 12 3 1 174 59 17 9 2 1 192 13 4 1 176 60 19 9 3 1 194 14 3 1 178 61 18 9 3 1 196 15 4 1 180 63 20 10 3 1 198 15 3 1 182 65 19 10 3 2 1100 16 5 2 184 66 20 11 3 2 1102 17 4 2 186 67 20 12 3 2 1104 18 5 2 188 69 21 11 3 2 1106 18 4 2 190 71 21 11 3 2 1 1108 19 5 3 192 73 23 12 3 2 1 1110 20 5 2 1 194 74 21 11 3 2 1 1112 21 6 3 1 196 76 23 13 3 2 1 1114 22 6 4 1 198 78 22 13 4 2 1 1116 23 7 3 1 200 80 26 13 4 2 1 1118 24 6 3 1
TABLE 7. Dimension of type 1 and 2 boundaryhomology (T 1 _ T 2a _ T 2b)=F 0, for g � 200 and3 � p � 541. Combinations (g; p) not shown havedimension zero.



Allison, Ash, and Conrad: Galois Representations, Hecke Operators, and the mod-p Cohomology of GL(3, ZZ) 385It turns out that the dimensions for p = 3 andp = 5 are the same as in Table 3, so there is no type2 plus quasicuspidal homology for these values of p(always for g � 200). Further, for p � 11, there isno type 1 homology F 1=F 0, so the dimension of thetype 2 plus quasicuspidal homology can be read o�from Tables 3 and 4. There remains the case p = 7,
where both types of homology are present: this isshown in Table 6. In the range of these tables, T 1is always contained in the span of T 2a and T 2b.Table 7 shows the type 1 and 2 boundary ho-mology, and Table 8 the excess boundary homol-ogy. Tables 9 and Tables 10 show the quasicuspidalhomology, organized by p and g, respectively.g 1 2a 2b 2 @p = 770{98 0 0 1 1 1100{106 1 0 2 2 2108 1 1 2 3 3110 1 0 2 2 2112 1 1 3 3 3114 1 1 3 4 4116 1 0 3 3 3118 1 0 3 3 3120 1 1 3 4 4122 1 0 3 3 3124 1 1 3 4 4126 2 1 4 4 4128 2 1 4 4 4130 1 1 3 4 4132 2 2 4 5 5134 2 1 4 4 4

g 1 2a 2b 2 @p = 7136 2 2 4 5 5138 2 2 4 5 5140 2 2 4 5 5142 3 2 5 5 5144 3 3 5 6 6146 2 2 4 5 5148 3 3 5 6 6150 3 3 5 6 6152 3 3 5 6 6154 4 4 7 8 8156 3 4 6 8 8158 4 3 7 7 7160 4 4 7 8 8162 3 4 6 8 8164 4 4 7 8 8166 4 4 7 8 8

g 1 2a 2b 2 @p = 7168 5 5 8 9 9170 5 5 8 9 9172 4 5 7 9 9174 5 5 8 9 9176 5 5 8 9 9178 4 5 7 9 9180 5 6 8 10 10182 5 5 9 10 10184 6 6 10 11 11186 6 7 10 12 12188 5 6 9 11 11190 6 6 10 11 11192 6 7 10 12 12194 5 6 9 11 11196 7 8 11 13 13198 7 7 11 13 13

g 1 2a 2b 2 @p = 7200 8 7 12 13 13p = 11110{152 0 0 1 1 1154{174 0 0 2 2 2176{196 0 0 3 3 3198{200 0 0 4 4 4p = 13130{180 0 0 1 1 1182{200 0 0 2 2 2p = 17170{200 0 0 1 1 1p = 19190{200 0 0 1 1 1
TABLE 8. The columns labeled @ show the dimension of the boundary homology modulo F 0, for g � 200 and7 � p � 541. Note that it is all type 2. The remaining columns show the composition of the excess boundaryhomology. Combinations (g; p) not shown have dimension zero.p g: a superscript indicates the dimension of the solution space when greater than 17 58; 64; 106; 122; 164; 170; 172; 17811 68; 78; 88; 90; 92; 98; 100; 102; 108; 110; 112; 118; 120; 122; 128; 1302; 132; 134; 136; 1382; 1402; 1422; 144; 146;1482; 1502; 1522; 156; 158; 160; 1622; 164; 166; 1682; 1702; 1722; 174; 1782; 1802; 182; 184; 186; 1883; 1902;1922; 194; 196; 1982; 200213 80; 92; 104; 106; 108; 116; 118; 120; 126; 128; 130; 1322; 134; 136; 138; 140; 142; 1442; 146; 148; 150; 152; 154;1563; 158; 160; 162; 164; 166; 1683; 170; 172; 174; 176; 178; 1803; 182; 1842; 1862; 1882; 1902; 1924; 194; 1963;1982; 200217 94; 102; 1042; 110; 118; 1202; 126; 1342; 1362; 138; 140; 142; 1502; 1522; 154; 156; 158; 1662; 1682; 170; 1722;1742; 176; 1822; 1842; 186; 1882; 1902; 192; 1982; 200219 66; 76; 84; 94; 102; 112; 116; 120; 130; 134; 1382; 1482; 150; 1522; 1542; 1564; 1662; 168; 1702; 1722; 1744; 178;1842; 186; 1883; 1903; 1925; 194; 1962
TABLE 9. Quasicuspidal homology Hqc3 (GL(3;Z); Vg(F p)) by prime p, for p � 19, g � 200. For the range23 � p � 541, g � 200, the results are identical with those shown in Table 3.



386 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 4g pdim42 2944 9748 19150 4152 53; 21154 37; 18158 760 41; 61; 23964 766 19; 4368 1170 29; 4176 1978 11; 532; 79; 11380 13; 6184 19; 103; 18188 11; 37; 89; 107; 46390 11; 37; 41; 612; 27792 11; 13; 2394 17; 1996 41; 4398 11; 29100 11; 41; 61; 401102 11; 17; 19; 67104 13; 172; 532; 79

g pdim106 7; 13; 523108 11; 13; 31; 43; 732110 11; 17; 41112 11; 19; 229114 23; 53116 13; 19; 29; 43118 11; 13; 17120 11; 13; 172; 19; 613122 7; 11124 312; 372; 73; 307126 13; 17; 29; 37; 109; 257128 11; 13; 71130 112; 13; 19; 41; 532; 79132 11; 132; 893134 11; 13; 172; 19; 37136 11; 13; 172; 23; 41; 83138 112; 13; 17; 192; 23; 31; 43; 47140 112; 13; 17; 232; 37; 41; 61; 97; 113142 112; 13; 17144 11; 132; 29; 973146 11; 13; 107; 127148 112; 13; 192; 372; 89150 112; 13; 172; 19; 41; 433; 613; 1014; 199152 112; 13; 172; 192154 13; 17; 192; 29; 312

g pdim156 11; 133; 17; 194; 532; 792158 11; 13; 17; 23; 43160 11; 13; 23; 29; 372; 61; 67162 112; 13; 232; 37; 1094164 7; 11; 13; 412; 47166 11; 13; 172; 192; 53168 112; 133; 172; 19; 29; 31; 41; 67; 1134170 7; 112; 13; 17; 192; 37; 41172 7; 112; 13; 172; 192; 29; 433174 11; 13; 172; 194; 23; 292; 61176 13; 17; 23; 293; 37; 41; 71; 892178 7; 112; 13; 19; 41; 53180 112; 133; 23; 41; 43; 613; 732182 11; 13; 172; 23; 29; 532; 79; 277184 11; 132; 172; 192; 233; 312; 372; 43; 47186 11; 132; 17; 19; 232; 31; 103; 137188 113; 132; 172; 193; 232; 29; 312; 473;139; 397190 112; 132; 172; 193; 41; 113192 112; 134; 17; 195; 433; 53194 11; 13; 19; 107196 11; 133; 192; 23; 29; 372; 67; 73; 113198 112; 132; 172; 23; 31; 37; 53; 71; 109;4012200 112; 132; 172; 29; 43; 61
TABLE 10. Quasicuspidal homology Hqc3 (GL(3;Z); Vg(F p)) by weight g, for p � 541, g � 200.

9. THE HECKE ACTION ON H
y
3(

L
, V)De�ne V � as the contragredient of V . So V � =Hom(V; F ), and if s 2 S = GL3(Zp) and v� 2 V �we have (v�s)(v) = v�(vs�1). Then the pairingh � ; � i : V � V � ! F de�ned by hv; v�i = v�(v) isS-equivariant, hence also GL3(F )-equivariant. Let� 2 Hy3(�; V ). As in Theorem 2.1, denote by v =v(x; y; z) 2 V the vector corresponding to �.Let Bi(k) := Bi be such thatai �Bi = 8>><>>:��1 1 l�� if k = 1,��1 l l�� if k = 2.

See Section 3 for notations concerning modularsymbols and the de�nition of the pairing betweenhomology and modular symbols. As in [Ash et al.1984] we de�ne the action of a Hecke operator onhomology to be the contragredient of its action onthe modular symbols. Then:
Lemma 9.1. For v 2 V and v� 2 V � we havehT (l; k)�; [I; v�]i =Xi;j hvMijBi; v�i;where the Mij are unimodular matrices such thatPj [Mij ] is homologous to [Bi].
Proof. For k = 1; 2,
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T (l; k)�; [I; v�]� =Xi 
�; [I; v�]B�1i �=Xi 
�; [B�1i ; v�B�1i ]�=Xi;j 
�; [Mij ; v�B�1i ]�=Xi;j 
�; [I; v�B�1i M�1ij ]Mij�=Xi;j 
�; [I; v�B�1i M�1ij ]�=Xi;j hv; v�B�1i M�1ij i (by (3{1))=Xi;j hvMijBi; v�i: �
Computation and ResultsThe unimodular matrices Mij were �rst computedusing the algorithm presented in [Ash and Rudolph1979]. Later this was changed to the algorithmof [van Geemen et al. 1997] because it produced ashorter chain of unimodular symbols for each Heckeoperator. This was critical for larger primes l as itgreatly reduced the number of arithmetic compu-tations being done. Both algorithms were imple-mented in C.The Hecke action was then computed using theformula stated in Lemma 9.1. The time consumingstep was �nding vs in terms of the standard basisof monomials, given v 2 Vg and s 2 M3(Z). Thenaive approach of just expanding the polynomialsworked in a reasonable amount of time only forsmall degree g and for small primes l.Numerical evaluation was then tried where p >g. This required choosing multiple random pointsin F 3p, evaluating both vMijBi and each basis el-ement vi of the homology space at these points.Row reduction over F p was then used to determinethe coe�cients of each basis element in v and hencethe Hecke action. This worked signi�cantly better,but still ran into time constraints.The last method involved taking multiple par-tial derivatives. Due to the row reduction usedto �nd a basis for the homology space, each ba-

sis polynomial had a unique \leading term" withcoe�cient one. After applying the linear trans-formations MijBi to the variables x; y; z in v, onevariable was set to 1 (there was no loss of infor-mation because the polynomials are homogeneousand this reduced the number of derivatives thatwere necessary). Derivatives were taken to reducethe speci�ed term to a constant and then the othertwo variables were set to zero to eliminate higherorder terms. Taking this constant and dividing bytwo factorials to counter the e�ects of the deriva-tives isolated the coe�cient of the leading termof the basis polynomial in v. This was then thecorrect coe�cient for the entire basis polynomial.Here the polynomial was treated as if over Q for thepurpose of the derivatives and dividing by factori-als, but was then reduced modulo p. This workedrelatively quickly and was the preferred methodbecause it worked for both small and large p.All the polynomial manipulation (numerical eval-uation and the derivatives) was done using Math-ematica, but the row reduction was done in C.The programs to compute the unimodular sym-bols were checked by hand for numerous small ex-amples to verify accuracy. The results were alsochecked in many cases where the degree g was smallby verifying that the transformations T (l; 1) andT (l; 2) commuted. This check was not employedwhen the derivative algorithm was used, but thederivative algorithm was also run on cases of lesserdegree to duplicate previous results and thus verifyaccuracy.Other strong evidence of the accuracy of theprogram is that candidates for Galois representa-tions can often be found. Also the eigenvalues forp = 7; 11 repeated as the weight g increased bysteps of p� 1 as was suggested by equation (4{1).For the symmetric squares cases the results ob-tained from the program matched those predictedby the theory.The results of our Hecke computations are shownin Table 11. The complexity of the computationsincreased with g and with l; Therefore we were lim-ited to computing a representative sample of what



388 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 4g p l al bl Pl(x) G42 29 2 26 3 (1+x)(1+15x+x2) ss3 27 2 (1+x)(8+x)(11+x)5 4 4 (28+x)(1+6x+x2)7 26 26 (23+x)(24+x)(28+x)11 6 23 (1+x)(1+9x+x2)13 17 17 (9+x)(13+x)(28+x)17 26 3 (1+x)(1+6x+x2)19 19 10 (1+x)(28+x)244 97 2 58 86 (19+x)(70+x)(76+x) b3 66 86 (57+x)(5+18x+x2)5 49 22 (8+x)(9+x)(12+x)7 59 93 (39+x)(48+x)(57+x)11 46 32 (51+x)(13+33x+x2)13 17 36 (87+x)(30+46x+x2)17 73 55 (90+x)(45+94x+x2)19 9 80 (33+x)(1+38x+x2)23 76 0 24+22x2+x329 62 31 9+78x+38x2+x348 191 2 164 145 57+168x+109x2+x3 b3 76 151 (101+x)(13+x+x2)5 164 169 (188+x)(59+123x+x2)7 131 55 (70+x)(24+75x+x2)11 90 23 84+141x+96x2+x313 33 96 (122+x)(68+184x+x2)50 41 2 7 11 (8+x)(36+9x+x2) b3 40 32 (36+x)(10+19x+x2)5 19 17 (17+x)(29+12x+x2)7 25 26 (26+x)(17+29x+x2)11 39 36 (21+x)(23+9x+x2)13 25 24 (2+x)(16+15x+x2)17 3 28 9+33x+36x2+x319 16 24 (7+x)(13+31x+x2)52 53 2 23 26 (1+x)(52+14x+x2) b3 27 24 (32+x)(48+12x+x2)5 1 1 (52+x)(1+22x+x2)7 50 50 (13+x)(49+x)(52+x)11 1 1 (33+x)(45+x)(52+x)13 36 1 (26+x)(2+12x+x2)17 22 22 (52+x)(1+34x+x2)19 42 33 (31+x)(41+17x+x2)23 17 14 52+49x+20x2+x3

g p l al bl Pl(x) G52 211 2 119 25 (138+x)(154+119x+x2) b3 45 142 (95+x)(108+x)(204+x)5 84 155 198+31x+152x2+x37 112 72 (43+x)(166+152x+x2)11 57 105 27+163x+14x2+x313 49 101 (140+x)(58+51x+x2)54 37 2 35 2 (1+x)(6+x)(31+x) ss3 35 35 (21+x)(30+x)(36+x)5 1 36 (1+x)(2+x)(19+x)7 2 2 (36+x)(1+6x+x2)11 35 35 (36+x)(1+18x+x2)13 14 23 (1+x)(23+x)(29+x)54 181 2 68 0 (22+x)(146+125x+x2) b3 146 7 46+123x+72x2+x35 29 24 (15+x)(21+x)(103+x)7 55 106 1+41x+18x2+x311 164 127 (30+x)(26+169x+x2)13 127 145 (12+x)(161+20x+x2)60 41 2 40 40 (40+x)(1+22x+x2) ss3 36 5 (1+x)(34+x)(35+x)5 40 40 (16+x)(18+x)(40+x)7 40 1 (1+x)(17+x)(29+x)11 3 38 (1+x)(12+x)(24+x)13 22 19 (1+x)(13+x)(19+x)60 61 2 27 34 (26+x)(7+52x+x2) b3 4 51 (1+x)(60+18x+x2)5 7 54 (17+x)(27+x)(40+x)7 17 38 (38+x)(48+x)(51+x)11 33 26 (14+x)(13+44x+x2)13 50 3 (40+x)(32+50x+x2)17 60 32 (11+x)(21+x)(47+x)19 31 3 (16+x)(23+x)(30+x)23 4 6 (42+x)(45+48x+x2)29 21 54 (8+x)(38+6x+x2)31 3 31 60+x+55x2+x360 239 2 101 54 (237+x)(169+71x+x2) b3 76 10 (217+x)(169+156x+x2)5 19 39 (226+x)(223+57x+x2)7 50 92 94+218x+27x2+x311 78 88 (38+x)(166+x)(180+x)13 63 116 86+156x+179x2+x3
TABLE 11. Hecke eigenvalues on Hy3(�; V ) by weight g. (Continued on next page.)



Allison, Ash, and Conrad: Galois Representations, Hecke Operators, and the mod-p Cohomology of GL(3, ZZ) 389g p l al bl Pl(x) G78 79 2 78 78 (7+x)(34+x)(78+x) b3 70 7 (4+x)2(74+x)5 12 59 78+75x+45x2+x37 5 68 (16+x)(74+51x+x2)11 64 17 (8+x)(69+58x+x2)13 10 57 (63+x)(5+76x+x2)78 113 2 51 27 30+70x+31x2+x3 b3 23 25 13+46x+30x2+x35 74 12 (26+x)(1+27x+x2)7 91 73 (4+x)(98+x)(111+x)11 106 43 (58+x)(54+107x+x2)84 103 2 64 63 (31+x)(79+40x+x2) b3 97 19 69+75x+2x2+x35 47 32 (8+x)(18+x)(47+x)7 90 82 (93+x)(42+56x+x2)84 181 2 158 1 (28+x)(10+74x+x2) b3 97 68 36+83x+28x2+x35 170 25 46+5x+147x2+x37 78 8 180+27x+144x2+x311 79 173 154+98x+108x2+x313 175 179 64+153x+84x2+x388 89 2 20 67 88+78x+79x2+x3 b3 33 54 (2+x)(44+76x+x2)5 23 70 88+14x+31x2+x37 24 51 (1+x)(55+x)211 13 70 88+63x+15x2+x313 41 46 (29+x)(57+x)(82+x)88 107 2 33 1 (1+x)(47+x)(96+x) b3 10 7 77+38x+68x2+x35 71 11 (1+x)(103+49x+x2)7 32 49 (73+x)2(94+x)11 95 52 45+102x+40x2+x313 95 70 60+63x+75x2+x388 463 2 36 44 (146+x)(353+299x+x2) b3 251 351 (274+x)(116+414x+x2)5 216 313 (72+x)(185+x)(348+x)7 135 354 (235+x)(213+341x+x2)11 369 34 (322+x)(254+360x+x2)13 311 189 145+157x+261x2+x3

g p l al bl Pl(x) G90 277 2 2 139 (30+x)(247+x)(276+x) Â43 119 77 (185+x)(238+x)(276+x)5 122 251 (143+x)(166+x)(276+x)7 167 137 (198+x)(254+x)(276+x)11 171 95 (126+x)(212+x)(276+x)13 13 64 (38+x)(239+x)(276+x)100 401 2 365 347 (24+x)(117+395x+x2) b3 154 322 381+241x+216x2+x35 62 364 (83+x)(130+x)(336+x)7 240 400 (33+x)(158+391x+x2)11 80 399 1+255x+175x2+x313 65 93 (249+x)(327+147x+x2)106 523 2 254 264 399+132x+396x2+x3 b3 343 164 (398+x)(342+185x+x2)5 3 104 (241+x)(440+x)(469+x)7 497 266 98+38x+452x2+x311 178 250 (97+x)(161+77x+x2)13 329 278 (57+x)(368+320x+x2)112 229 2 2 114 (114+x)(115+x)(228+x) S33 2 152 (45+x)(108+x)(228+x)5 4 45 (19+x)(27+x)(228+x)7 7 98 (98+x)(131+x)(228+x)11 10 124 (158+x)(196+x)(228+x)13 13 88 (88+x)(141+x)(228+x)124 307 2 267 198 (81+x)(128+246x+x2) b3 238 171 (302+x)(197+28x+x2)5 136 49 74+194x+157x2+x37 254 4 (286+x)(162+204x+x2)11 165 46 (103+x)(220+x)(276+x)13 266 168 (189+x)(69+192x+x2)126 257 2 1 128 (256+x)(193+129x+x2) S33 3 171 (86+x)(171+x)(256+x)5 5 154 (103+x)(154+x)(256+x)7 7 110 (110+x)(147+x)(256+x)11 10 186 (256+x)(17+187x+x2)13 12 177 (256+x)(73+178x+x2)17 16 120 (256+x)(249+121x+x2)19 19 27 (27+x)(230+x)(256+x)
TABLE 11 (continued). Hecke eigenvalues on Hy3(�; V ) by weight g.



390 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 4we considered to be interesting cases with small gand over a small range of l's. The size of p was noobstacle, but when p < g the numerical evaluationmethod of computing vs had to be avoided.
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